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When Will We
Have E-book
Bestseller Lists?

Think Australia
(and New Zealand)

Op-Ed Tim Coronel
By Erin L. Cox

For all the data we are collecting
about the book industry, there is one
crucial piece of the puzzle we don’t yet
have: robust sales figures for e-books.
A key topic of many of the seminars
and discussions at Frankfurt this year
has been the impact growing e-book
sales are having on the landscape still
dominated by print, with the key question being”’are e-book sales cannibalizing the existing market, or growing it?”
While individual retailers and publishers, and groups such as Association
of American Publishers, Book Industry
Study Group and Nielsen BookScan are
reporting some sales stats, no-one can
yet provide comprehensive figures for
how many e-books are being sold, to
whom and for how much.
It won’t be an easy task: for one
thing, e-book sales stats will need to be
international in scope: I’m Australian
but at the moment the best places for
me to buy ebooks from are Kobo (via
its partnerships with Australia’s largest bookselling chain Angus & Robertson and with Borders Asia-Pacific) or
Kindle. And Australia is only one of very
many e-book markets: in his presentation at Frankfurt Tools of Change on
Tuesday, Kobo’s Michael Tamblyn said
that Kobo sells to as many as 174 different countries in a day.
Any attempt to track e-book sales
will need to get global feeds from
sources including Kobo, Apple’s iBookstore, and presumably Google (once
Editions comes to fruition), and to be
really useful those global sources will
need to break down their sales country
by country and then be combined with
local ebook sales data in each market.
Given Kindle’s current dominance of the
e-book market (estimated at perhaps
70% in he US), input from Amazon is
crucial; but as we know, that is unlikely
to happen.
Maybe the solution doesn’t lie with
trying to collect figures from retailers
(or resellers or “agents” or whatever
they may be calling themselves in future) but from publishers. Is there sufficient will among the global publisher
community to pool all their e-book sales
figures for everyone’s sake? •

Tim Coronel, the publisher of Bookseller + Publisher, hosted a panel yesterday on the Australian and New Zealand
market, its successes and challenges,
and some of the brilliant endeavors they
have undertaken to tap into their highly
literary population. This year at the fair,
more than 60 Australian publishers and
over 20 New Zealand publishers are
in Frankfurt, representing markets of
A$1.29 million and NZ $41.5 million, according to Nielsen BookScan.
“One out of every two people belongs to a public library, yet there is a
low level of government sponsorship,”
said Patricia Genat, the owner of Adelaide Library Services. Both countries
have a highly literate consumer base
andd an industry that supports local
writers. But there are challenges: not
enough interest from other Englishspeaking markets, a lack of government
support, considerably fewer e-books
available in either country, and the
discrepancy between actual publisher
sales and those reported due to Nielsen
Bookscan’s slow rollout there.
Rod Martin, founder and owner
of Era Publications, has been publishing educational books for 39 years. He
shared his innovative approach to the
digital market. Instead of going the

easy route and starting with e-books, he
jumped right into the digital deep-end
by creating interactive books. “We tried
the ‘ready, fire, aim’ approach,” said
Martin. There were some bumps in the
road concerning rights and royalties,
and Martin shared the steps they took
to solve them.
Genat was pleased to announce that
Australia would be hosting a “National
Year of Reading” in 2012. Though the
government has put very little money
behind it, libraries, booksellers, retailers, and other literary-minded companies and organizations will be banding
together to support literacy in Australia.
Though Australia and New Zealand
are neighbors, their markets are a bit
different. The lone New Zealander on
the panel was Peter Dowling, the director or Oratia Media, a company that
creates publishing solutions as well as
titles of its own. This year is Dowling’s
first time at the Frankfurt Book Fair;
he came primarily to expand into other
markets.
In 2010, the robust sales of 2009
have not yet emerged, but that is partly
why there are so many publishers in attendance at the fair from both countries;
diversifying business, supporting local
authors, and sharing information about
a robust market ready for the world. •
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By Lasse Winkler
Two years ago Swedish writer Camille Läckberg couldn’t break into the
US book market no matter how hard she
tried. But this year, she signed a three
book paperback deal with Simon &
Schuster’s American imprint Free Press,
worth $750,000. What’s changed?
For Camilla Läckberg there is only
one explanation: “I am eternally grateful for Stieg Larsson,” she says. “He has
opened up world in a new way for us.
The United States was nearly impossible before.”
From the late 1990s until the early
2000s, Swedish publishers, agents and
writers could credit Henning Mankell
for putting the country on many people’s literary map all over Europe, but
particularly in countries like Germany.
By the time Stieg Larsson’s arrived on
the scene, Mankell had already sold
some 20 million copies, so it it wasn’t
an entirely new phenomenon, more like
moving up a division. And the stakes are
much bigger.
Today, countries like France, Spain
and Italy have started to take Sweden
even more seriously. Even the United
States has changed its attitude. Where,
before, the request for an appointment
was typically met with , “I’m sorry, but
Mr. Sonny Mehta does not take meetings.” Now, all doors are open.
True, there has been no dearth of
Swedish crime writers published in

Int’l Publishing Markets
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In the Land of Larsson
Stieg Larsson has made Swedish writers trendy abroad,
but Stockholm’s publishers are still challenged at home
English translations. But until recently,
almost all, save for Henning Mankell,
have been left to smaller publishers, issuing small print runs, and offering zero
marketing. These days, we find they are
being launched with sizable first printing, proper marketing budgets and written about in the media.
But the “Stieg Larsson effect” isn’t
just limited to overseas. In Sweden, it’s
raised the status of the detective novels
and even prompted some established,
literary-oriented writers to try their
hand at it. Sometimes, as with the work
of Alexandra and Alexander Ahndoril
(Lars Kepler), with successful results.
What’s more, publishers are reporting seeing a boost in the overall quality of the submitted manuscripts. “We
are getting better offerings,” says Nina
Wadensjö, publishing director at Alfabeta. “One sees that it is possible to
make money from writing and that it’s
okay. The submissions are more commercial than before, and many come
with a synopsis of book two and three,
and sometimes even with marketing
plans. But that´s were we draw the line.”
Swedish book buyers too are catch-

ing on. Looking at the Swedish bestseller lists for the year 2004, just eleven of
the 30 best-selling titles that year were
detective novels or thrillers. In 2009,
that figure rose to 18 of 30.
Any publisher worth his salt has
identified the trend and added several
new crime writers to their lists, largely
in an effort to alleviate the pain of the
recent economic recession, one that has
forced leading Swedish publishers to
cut their lists in an almost brutal fashion.
To take just one example, Sweden’s
largest group publisher, Bonnierforlagen, has cut its list by 30% in recent
years. It competitors are not far behind.
Midlist and debut authors have suffered, but the single area hardest hit is
translations, with Bonnierforlagen, cutting their translation list by 40%.
The symptom of this is that Swedish
publishers are now behaving much like
US publishers did for many years while
visiting Frankfurt, uttering the mantra:
“We are not here to buy, we are here to
sell.”
It’s only this year that some optimism is seeping back in. But the byword

Nina Wadensjö, publishing director at Alfabeta

remains “caution.” Average annual book
sales have fallen in recent years. Retailers are demanding greater discounts
from the publishers, and the publishers
in turn have raised prices. The result is
that it’s getting more expensive to be a
reader in Sweden. •

Surviving Censorship and Other Challenges in Europe’s Smallest Market

By Chris Gruppetta
If someone were to ask me for advice on whether to become a publisher
in Malta, I’d say don’t. And not just because I’d have yet another competitor.
The very fact of survival has become a
skill in itself.
Let’s get the basics out of the way:
Malta is a tiny country, well under half a
million people. It is a bilingual country,
with the consequence that locally published books compete against the brute
force of the entire publishing output
of the English-speaking world, a lot of
which is imported into Malta.
Typical print runs of 1,000 or
even—more recently—500 copies
mean economies of scale are not really
possible. Since joining the EU in 2004,
Malta has suffered a brain drain of unprecedented proportions, including the
vast majority of its young authors. And
for a number of historical and political
reasons, self-publishing has a legitimacy not seen possibly anywhere else in
Europe.
And yet—and yet—over the past
decade we have published some of the
most exciting, freshest, sexiest books
Malta has ever seen. A new generation
of authors, cosmopolitan, well-travelled,

unburdened by colonialist complexes—
most notably Pierre J. Mejlak, winner of
the European Sea of Words Award from
among 200 authors from over 40 countries, Clare Azzopardi, and duo Simon
Bartolo and Loranne Vella, whose teenage fantasy trilogy Il-Fiddien smashed
all sales records in Malta and has just
been optioned for a movie deal—has
taken Maltese writing to previously unattainable heights.
Where, until the mid-nineties, the
prevalent genre was insular and nostalgic, the new wave of Maltese literature
has been pushing at the boundaries of
what we can write—and read—about.
This, sadly, is happening with—
some would say in spite of—a grim
backdrop of resurgent censorship and
state interference. In perhaps no other
country does the government actively
publish books and compete as much
with the private industry. The government even publishes its own textbooks,
which it then imposes as set texts within all state schools—thus cutting off
private publishers from an important
source of revenue.
Even more chilling is the fact that an

author and his publisher are currently
facing the prospect of jail time for a
sexually explicit short story. Published
last year in a university magazine, the
University Rector and Chaplain—the
latter still a figure of some influence
in heavily Catholic Malta—brought
the story to the attention of the police,
who hauled the author and publisher to
court charged with obscenity. The case
is still sub judice, however, given the
worrying court judgement earlier this
year confirming the banning of Scottish playwright Anthony Neilson’s play
Stitching, many in the Maltese cultural
scene are very worried at this resurgent
tendency, especially considering that to
date, no senior government official has
spoken out publicly in favor of freedom
of expression and against this blatant
censorship.
This is of course harming the publishing industry, as we have all had to
put publishing projects on hold until the courts confirm or otherwise
whether the inclusion of sex scenes is
suddenly deemed to be “obscene” and
therefore illegal. Likewise, a number of
authors have opted to take a sabbatical
from writing—or at least from submitting manuscripts for publication—until
they have a clearer idea of what they are
“allowed” to write. Unless the issue is
resolved urgently, many in the creative
industries are talking of a generation of
self-censorship.
The last two years have seen a number of high-profile publisher bankruptcies and closures, so that the number of
publishers has been seriously depleted.
And among those that remain, a shock-

“Just don’t write about
sex or religion,” says
Malta’s leading publisher.
ing number adopt suspicious practices
such as asking authors to contribute
financially—sometimes to the tune of
thousands of Euros—to the publication
of their book. No serious publisher that
I know of, overseas, would be caught
dead peddling this glorified form of vanity publishing, yet in Malta it is depressingly common, and the practice is—if
not approved of—at least condoned by
the authorities and most book organizations.
So is it all doom and gloom? Luckily
not. Swaths of the publishing industry
have professionalized beyond recognition, Maltese books are starting to travel beyond our borders, manuscripts are
getting the rigorous editing and packaging they deserve, and a reading market
that is getting more sophisticated by the
minute is voting with its Euros and giving young authors recognition and notoriety. As long as they don’t wind up in
jail, that is. •
Chris Gruppetta, former Chair of the
International Young Publisher network,
runs Merlin, Malta’s largest publisher
and three-time winner of the Best Publishing House Award.
Visit the Maltese collective stand in
Hall 5.0 Stand C952.
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Revolutionary Win for Vargas Llosa
By Erin L. Cox

Photo: Editora Objetiva

Yesterday, Peruvian-born novelist
and revolutionary Spanish-language
writer Mario Vargas Llosa was awarded
the Nobel Prize for Literature “for his
cartography of structures of power and
his trenchant images of the individual’s
resistance, revolt, and defeat.” Author
of over 30 books, Llosa is known as
much for his political activism as he is
for his literature. In 1990 Llosa made
a bid for the Peruvian presidency and
lost. His book, A Fish in the Water, is
about his campaign experience. Llosa’s
most recent novel, The Bad Girl, was
published in the U.S. by Farrar, Straus,
and Giroux in October, 2007. His forthcoming work, El Sueño del Celta, will be
published by FSG in the United States in
2011 or 2012.
Llosa is published in 31 languages
around the world, so at the fair, there

was much celebrating throughout
the halls. Jonathan Galassi, president
and publisher, of FSG said of Llosa’s
win, “Mario Vargas Llosa is one of the
world’s greatest writers—an eloquent,
unequalled champion of human freedom, and a great artist. This is one of
the great Nobel Prize awards of recent
years.”
“Vargas Llosa is one of the greatest Latin American novelists who gave
us his country Peru, bringing the many
facets alive before our eyes. A well-deserved Nobel Prize,” said Michi Strausfeld of Suhrkamp Verlag.
Maaike Le Noble, Publisher of Dutch
house Meulenhoff, is thrilled that Mario
Vargas Llosa was awarded the Nobel
Prize. She says: “I’m especially proud
because Meulenhoff was his first foreign publisher back in the 1960s and
we’ve published him ever since!” •

Photo: Faber and Faber

In-house v. Offshore Book How Do You Define“Reading”
in a Digital World?
Production: Now You Don’t
Have to Choose
By Amanda DeMarco

By Amanda DeMarco
At the Frankfurt seminar “Book
Publishing in the Cloud,” Dan Dube, Senior Vice President of Really Strategies,
a consulting service for publishers, discussed “an ever more dramatic need to
reduce expenses and costs,” mainly due
to the emergence of online providers
like Amazon and Google Books. As a result, many publishers have transferred
their composition processes to offshore
service providers. But going offshore
has its drawbacks; in a Really Strategies poll, 29% of publishers cited “too
many correction cycles” as the greatest
challenge to offshore production work,
while 32% chose “inconsistent results.”
Basically, what those results mean, said
Dube, is that “the biggest hit has been
in terms of quality,” which dramatically
lengthens the proofing process, and depending on the severity of the problem,
can negate savings.
Bringing production processes back
in-house is desirable, and one way to
cut offshore organizations out of the
process is to integrate XML into the
production process early on, in order
to streamline production for various
formats. XML is a highly adaptive coding system for documents—one main
benefit is the ease of re-purposing content (for print and various electronic
formats). But for all of XML’s “one input,
many outputs” advantages, expecting
authors to deliver in XML (or anything
other than a Word document for that
matter) is probably unrealistic, and
training editorial staff takes time and
money many publishers don’t have.
The happy medium between in-

house and offshore may be cloud-computing. Really Strategies offers a webbased production system, DocZone. Like
off-shore production services, DocZone
charges by the page to take the pressure
off of staff, but it offers far quicker turnaround times for tweaking and proofs,
without the concerns about quality. Stephen Driver, vice president of production services at Rowman & Littlefield
Publishing Group said that when RLPG
switched to DocZone, they “saw no difference in quality from our normal process as a result.” •

Is it time to broaden our definition
of “reading”? Speakers at yesterday’s
Weltempfang seminar “Literature in a
digital world” held addressed this very
question. Chris Meade, co-director for
The Institute for the Future of the Book
formulated the problem: “Everyone is
so fixated on the object. A book isn’t a
book, it’s an experience.” What we’re actually worried about, continued Meade,
is “losing the nature of book-ness...and
what we really need to think about is
what it is we’re so keen to protect.”
Meade spent his career promoting reading, and for most of his life that meant
promoting books. Today that’s no longer true.
In many ways blogs can provide

everything a book can. With blogs, said
Meade, “we amplify ourselves from our
desks.” Like personal letters, it’s okay
if only a very small number of people
are interested in a blog. “That seems
healthy to me...It is reading and writing.
We need to look very hard at what is really going on in people’s lives.” Meade, of
course, was not speaking as a publisher,
but as the director of a think tank, and
as such probably doesn’t have the same
motivation to protect the book qua book
that a publisher might.
Akshay Pathak, Director of the German Book Office, New Delhi, went further suggesting that Facebook might be
“the new book that we’re reading.”
Francesca Rhydderch, editor of
Transcript Magazine, cautioned against
creating a false dichotomy between digital and print. “The two are coexisting
quite happily. We’re in danger of holding an argument that is teleological.”
According to Ronald Schild, managing director of The Marketing und Verlagsservice des Buchhandels (MVB), the
popularity of dedicated e-book readers
(as opposed to multiple-function devices) affirms readers’ continued desire to
experience long-form writing uninterrupted, not just publishers’ attachment
to old forms. Also, though enhanced
books are certainly a new development,
many books are already conceived of as
a multi-media experience. A Stephenie
Meyer manuscript may appear first as
a novel, but at its inception it’s really a
movie too.
Meade and Rhydderch lauded digitalisation for improving access, both
for readers, as well as for authors, but
Pathak wondered, “Are we really talking
in a bubble here? It’s a western conception of increased access.” For most people in the world, paper books remain
the most accessible way to read. •

Print on Demand
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Print-on-demand: The Happy Medium Between E-books and Offset
Interview by Matías Fernández
(translated from the Spanish by Emily Williams)

In Argentina, the POD option helps publishers large and small, alike.

GustavoVorobechik and his brother
entered the world of publishing with
almost no experience—their expertise
was in management and consulting. After launching their company, Bibliográfika, in just 2007, they have become in
three short years the leaders in implementing print-on-demand solutions for
Argentine publishers, large and small.

Q: What is Bibliográfika?
A: Bibliográfika is a sort of virtual
warehouse. The contact starts off as if
you were a traditional printer, but then
the print runs can be for fifty, twenty,
ten copies at a time. With our company
publishers have their books guaranteed
and in four or five days they’ll be delivered wherever they’re ordered.
We specialize in books on demand,
with the advantage that this allowed us
to build a whole purchasing structure
like the Japanese auto makers, with justin-time delivery. Material is purchased
on demand, there is no stock.

Q: The idea, then, is to make publishing more accessible?
A: Of course. The POD system, in a
primary cost equation always seems
more expensive to publishers than offset would be. But what we explain to

the publishers is that you have to divide
the production costs of offset by copies
sold, not by copies produced.
For us it’s the same, whether we
print a thousand different books or
a thousand copies of the same book.
Technologically it’s exactly the same
cost for the publisher. It’s true that the
economies of scale come in later. Compared with traditional offset printing I
have to add in laminating or configuring
the binding—but as far as the printing
goes it’s exactly the same.
Q: Do you think this technology has
the potential to become a happy me-

dium for publishers choosing between
ebooks and offset printed books?
A: Publishers are currently only selling just 20% of the books they’ve published. In Argentina, since registering
an ISBN became mandatory, there are
280,000 registered titles. Bookstores
have, at the most, 40,000 titles that they
can stock. That means that 80% of the
books aren’t available. And this is because of the inflexibility of the sales process, the fact that you have to produce
on a large scale in order to have low unit
costs. The returns system, the payment
chain, the days it takes to collect from
the bookstore...all of this poses a huge

risk to publishers and causes them to
put a title out of print. Under normal
circumstances it takes a year and eight
months to sell a book, and if publishers
don’t have the capital to sustain themselves during that period, they publish
less. With the budget of one offset print
run, POD allows can give you fifteen different titles, albeit with a lower number
of copies. For publishers who can identify those titles in their backlist that may
just sell 20 copies over two years, and
not 2,000, then print-on-demand makes
sense. So yes, in that case it is a midpoint ebook and the inefficiency of the
offset production process.
Q: Why do you go to Frankfurt?
A: Two years ago I went to Drupa,
the biggest fair for the printing industry,
that takes place in Dusseldorf every four
years. Since we started the company
we’ve gone to both. This year’s Frankfurt is offering technology companies
like ourselves a glimpse of the future.
I’m sure we’ll get go home with a better idea of what’s going on in the digital
world in terms of rights. We’re still talking about how the ebook model has a
lot of issues that haven’t been resolved:
how much you pay the author, how the
books will be priced. I think all of this is
starting to be defined in Frankfurt. Here
in Argentina, everything is still to be determined. •

When it comes to digital distribution, we know
our business. Let us help you build yours.

For publishers to succeed in digital markets, content has to be available in multiple formats, distributed through many channels. There’s a
lot to know and a lot to do, including converting and formatting files, finding and managing distribution channels, sales and marketing, and
collecting and analyzing sales data.
The good news is that you don’t have to do it all yourself—at O’Reilly, we already do all of this for our own content, and for Microsoft Press.
Why not have us do it for you, too? For more information, please visit us online at oreilly.com/go/digital
Visit us at the
2010 Frankfurt Book Fair
in Hall 8, Booth N945
Spreading the knowledge of innovators

oreilly.com
©2010 O’Reilly Media, Inc. O’Reilly logo is a registered trademark of O’Reilly Media, Inc.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 10638.1
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E-books

Roberto Calasso on E-books
It’s the obviously hot topic about
which everyone has different views. It’s
a complicatedthing, still very hazy, still
very unclear -- to everybody I think.
There is a platform inItaly where we
will give some titles—not many for the
moment, because the situation isnot
clear at all. It is a deal for two years, so
very short, because the situation will
change.Things are moving very quickly
and people are not so sure of what they
are doing. Weare simply groping in the

dark. Even the people who do these
things, they don’t know.I always doubt
too much optimism, in general. The only
thing I care for is literature,and I think
literature has nothing to do with this, really. Literature has to do with talent,not
with e-books, nor with anything else.
And talent is not such an easily accessiblecommodity. It’s not a happy moment
for literature. •
Roberto Calasso is a novelist and
publisher of Adelphi Edizioni in Milan.
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Granta Speaks Spanish
Last week, Granta announced the publication of their first-ever Best of Young
Spanish-Language Novelists issue. It will be published first in Spanish as Los mejores narradores jovenes en español and the English edition will follow, coming out
on 25 November. Yesterday, editor John Freeman, left, hosted a party in the Duomo
stand to celebrate the edition. •

Are US Publishers Using E-books to Undermine Territorial Rights?
By Liz Bury
Frankfurt Book Fair veteran agent
Andrew Nurnberg has raised the specter of e-book deals being used to undermine territorial rights in an interview
with Publishing Perspectives.
But his fear that some American
publishers may try to use e-book negotiations to break existing rights boundaries left other agents unruffled. Arguments about the primacy of authors’
relationships with their editors, who
may work at competing houses in different countries, still appear to hold sway
in the case of digital deals.
“The big thing that’s in the air all
the time,” Nurnberg said, “is that territoriality is not so much about physical
books. Now the question is moving toward territoriality for e-rights.
“Some publishers say, ‘No way, we
can’t keep these held to any particular
territory. It’s no longer physical. If it’s
out there then it can’t be controlled.’
They want to use it as a back door to
break territoriality and to acquire world
English language rights.
“I can’t buy a Farrar, Straus and Giroux copy of Jonathan Franzen’s Freedom from my office in London—Amazon.com automatically puts me onto
the 4th Estate edition on Amazon.co.uk
because it is following the publisher’s
remit to keep the markets separate. If
you can prevent a cardholder from buying an American print edition, you can
do the same with an e-book.”
Other agents had not experienced
pressure to sell world English language
rights on digital deals, however.
Agent Andrew Wylie said: “In some
cases, where they already have the print

rights, it happens; but not where they
don’t, no.”
Carole Blake of Blake Friedman
agency said: “It would be a very foolish
publisher who tried to blackmail an author into doing that. It would upset the
whole publishing dynamic if one let the
digital edition seep into another market.
The publishers we have seen haven’t
been pushing for that. Anyone trying to
do that would really mess up their relationship with the author and the agent.”
Nurnberg ageed: “Authors might
have relationships with editors from
competing houses in the UK and US, and
those relationships should be respected.”

Discussion about territorial rights
on print books had calmed down since
the “emotive and emotional” discussion
of two years ago. “We’ve had no discussion of territorial rights on print books,
so that’s good,” Nurnberg said. “Publishers on the whole regrouped and are doing with physical books what they did
in the past, with some adjustments over
India.”
In e-book deals generally, the proposal by Random House to pay an escalating royalty on backlist was welcomed.
Random House will pay royalties
starting at 25% on a sliding scale rising to 40% as sales go up. “It’s all negotiable with agent and author. It is rea-

Andrew Nurnberg

sonable, providing we are licensing for
24 months, in which time we will see
how things progress. These are backlist
books and rights were acquired for the
physical only,” Nurnberg said.
The agents reported an upbeat fair
in general.
Carole Blake has just taken delivery
of bestselling author Lawrence Norfolk’s new novel, John’s Saturnall Feast,
after 11 years.
Feast, about a doomed love affair in
a manor house during the English Civil
War, was bought as part of a time-unlimited two-book deal by Grove Atlantic’s Morgan Entrekin years ago.
“You have authors that deliver regularly and those who take their time,”
said Entrekin. “When you’re working
with creative people, pressure is not
a particularly helpful stance to take. I
know that they are intent on finishing
the book. I’d rather wait, and get the
best possible book.”
Nurnberg said: “Amidst all the economic doom and gloom, international
publishers are completely up for good,
fun, fine literary books. I have been introducing authors into Europe not just
from the UK, but from China, France,
Hungary, Iceland, Italy, and Russia.”
He’d sold Miklós Bánfy’s three
volume, “majestic” 1930s Hungarian
novel—about aristocratic life in fin-desiecle Transylvania—into France, Germany, Holland, and Italy.
Judith Schalansky’s The Atlas of Remote Islands: Fifty Islands I Have Never
Visited and Never Will, discovered by
Nurnberg at Frankfurt last year, was
also selling. It is just out from Penguin
Books in the UK. •
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Mollet Brings Military Discipline, Music Industry Experience to UK’s Publishers Association
By Liz Bury
Not many senior folk in the publishing industry can claim to have spent
eight years in the British Royal Navy.
Richard Mollet, new chief executive of
the UK Publisher’s Association, did, and
rose to the rank of Lieutenant by the
time he left in 1996. He is attending the
Frankfurt Book Fair for the first time,
ahead of his official first day in his new
job on October 18.
Mollet, 39, also campaigned to be
a Labour Party MP in the UK’s general
election earlier this year, losing out to
Jeremy Hunt, now the UK’s Culture Secretary. And he has worked as a lobbyist
for the BPI, the UK’s music industry association.
Such a mix of experience means
Mollet brings some fresh perspectives
to the PA. “The armed forces gives you
a good grounding in professional discipline, and it teaches you about leadership and management from a young
age,” says Mollet.
Top of his list of challenges to address at the PA is the position of intellectual property (IP) in the UK economic, political and cultural framework.
“The strategic issue of importance
is IP in the digital age. It is coming under assault from various quarters, from
people who undermine IP and say it’s
outdated. We need to meet those arguments head on, and to show how they
are false.”
He adds: “I want to ensure publishing has a share of the voice in the political discussion, and has a place in the debate commensurate with its importance
to the UK economy.” Book publishing in
the UK is a £5bn industry.
As director of public affairs at the
BPI, Mollet was in conversation with UK
government and opposition ministers
in the cultural arena, including his political opponent Hunt; Ed Vaizey, Hunt’s
colleague; and former Labour government ministers. Copyright infringement
was top of the agenda in music too.
“We need to have a good conversation with the Department of Culture,
Media and Sport, and Jeremy and Ed are
open to having it. The fact that I was a
political opponent doesn’t come into it.
The creative industries are an important part of the economy and need to be
supported. A robust IP framework is important, and that view seems to be held
by both of them,” Mollet says.
If anything has come out of the experience of standing for election, it’s a
sense of respect for politicians based on
knowing what they have been through.
Meanwhile his music industry
background gives him a sound understanding of concerns around copyright
infringement. “The music industry experience will to some extent inform what
will happen in publishing, but there is
no inevitability that books should suffer lost revenues as film and music are
doing. There are tools at our disposal to
stop online infringement from getting
worse.” Mollet purposefully avoids using the term “piracy” which he believes
glamorizes copyright theft.
A study by the UK’s specialist book
market research agency, Book Marketing Limited, found that 7% of adults

Richard Mollet, chief executive of the PA

have illegally downloaded e-books in
the UK.
The UK’s Digital Economy Bill is one
part of Mollet’s wider IP agenda, which
also includes World Intellectual Property Organisation projects and, in Europe,
work on the Commission’s Copyright

Directive and E-commerce Directive.
“Have we got right treatise in place?
Are we sufficiently respectful of IP? As
long as the frameworks are right, the
creative industries can do their thing,”
Mollet says.
As head of the PA, Mollet sees his
primary role as “to ensure value for
money for—that’s our ongoing duty and
challenge. That means being relevant,
and campaigning on issues of relevance
to our members, and likewise being relevant to policy makers and the media.”
His impressions of publishing so
far? “I don’t want to say it in this way,
but, the people are very nice. Everybody seems to be very engaging. In the
creative industries you meet vibrant,
exciting people. Even if they are not the
talent, as such, they are creative and energetic. That’s true of music and books.”
When the going gets tough, he can
always draw on lessons learned at sea.
“At the PA I’m building on a great
legacy from Simon [Juden, the former
chief executive who is now head of public policy at Pearson]. The armed forces
give you a good grounding in professional discipline, and teach you about
leadership and management from a
young age. There is a strong emphasis
on teamwork. A collegiate approach
to challenges is ingrained into in the
armed forces.” •

CV: Richard Mollet
Richard Mollet, the recently appointed chief executive of the Publishers Association in the UK brings
the following experience to his new
position:

• 18 October 2010: Starts as chief
executive, UK Publisher’s Association

• 2006 to 2010: British Phonographic Industry, director of
public affairs

• 1996 to 2006: Political lobby-

ist in London, working across
industries including transport, IT,
sport and planning

• 1988 to 1996: Royal Navy, ris-

ing to Lieutenant; tours in Hong
Kong, the Gulf, Africa, the North
Sea and North Atlantic

• 1989 to 1992: Read Politics,

Philosophy and Economics at
Worcester College, Oxford

E-books in Germany: Pressure to do Something
By Amanda DeMarco
The Mobile Hot Spot presentation
“E-books: How publishers can profit
from digitalization,” provided snapshot
of current German opinions on digital
publishing. Achim Himmelreich of the
consulting firm Mücke, Sturm, & Co.
and Dr. Tobias Schütz of ESB Business
School presented the results of a study
of German publishers’ current opinions
on digitalization. Himmelreich, who
worked previously as an auto-industry
consultant, sees parallels with the auto
industry in the business model crisis
that publishers now face. “Everyone is
under incredible pressure to do something,” he said, but talking to publishers
reveals confusion about the best way to
go about doing it.
Himmelreich and Schütz addressed
persistent questions about pricing, format, and distribution. In many ways,
German publishers are fortunate to have
more time to consider these issues than
their American counterparts. E-book
sales have risen roughly 210% in the US
since 2008. Germany, which generally
adopts new technologies more slowly
and initially lacked available e-content,
still has very few e-readers relatively
speaking. But the success of the i-pad,
which appeals to a much broader audience than a typical e-reader, may rapidly increase the number of Germans
interested in e-books. As much as Apple
is a competitor for providing content,
said Himmelreich, “it’s a trailblazer,”

provided that publishers choose to see
it as such.
In a survey of 147 German book,
magazine, and newspaper publishing
representatives, 25% said that as of this
October they were actively pursuing
digital policies. In five years, those publishers imagined that they would see an
average of 11% of their sales coming
from e-books—not so terribly bad for
the 75 percent who haven’t yet gotten
started on their digital plans. But that
same survey envisions a further 21% of
sales coming from “convergence products,” such as books with online components or print books that give the user
access to an e-version. So, Himmelreich
concluded, “you cut yourself off from a
third of the market if you’re not active
at all.”
One indication of publishers’ uncertainty toward digital platforms and
models is the relatively even distribution of publishers’ preferences for various business models. Far from suggesting that these models are all equally
valid, the uniform results indicate publishers have too little information and
experience for any one model to reveal
itself as either superior or invalid.
Another sign of the continuing unpredictability of digital markets, said
Himmelreich, was that publishers’ conjectures tended to “describe the current situation” instead of envisioning a
new one. In a query in which publishers were asked to anticipate the significance of different sales models (e.g.

subscriptions, single sales, borrowing)
for e-book publishing in the future, they
tended to mirror the current norms of
their industries. For newspaper publishers, that meant subscriptions, which
seems prudent as far as anyone can tell.
But book publishers’ emphasis on single sales may turn out to be a missed opportunity: “Why not learn from the film
industry and rent them like movies?”
Himmelreich asked. A rental system
would also allow publishers to retain
more control over the material.
In the end, Schütz suggested that
good online business practices might
be the determining factor as to whether
a publisher profits from digitalization.
Leading customers to a website and
funneling them toward a sale operates
on the same basic principals for every
online business. But of course, Schütz
cautioned, “the devil is in the details.” •
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Why Publishers Need Agile Content
By Ingrid S. Goldstein
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Particular attention must be paid to
the quality of the content and its editing. XML, semantics and RDF emerge as
main priorities.
Over the past decades, XML, the eXtensible Markup Language, has become
an established and indispensable part
of the publishing world. The basic idea
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We live in a networked society. The
Internet, digitization, and globalization
have turned our world into a complex
system, a tangled web of relationships.
Web 2.0 is already being replaced by
Web 3.0, the Social Semantic Web. The
Web of documents is turning into the
Web of data. We live drowning in information, and need the right information
at the right time available on the medium currently within reach.
But the established workflows in
the publishing industry are no longer
compatible with today’s realities. New
ways of thinking and new approaches
must be established in order to accomplish the required change to meet new
consumer demands for a constant flow
of connected information. A new paradigm is emerging; in its center is the
content and not its printed form, the
book. It opens up an opportunity that
has not been there for several centuries, an opportunity to organize familiar
work processes in completely different
ways, to address new tasks, to discover
a whole new world with all its potential.
Another new paradigm has emerged
at a rapid pace: companies outside the
publishing industry, such as Apple and
Amazon, are increasingly the ones that
define the technical standards on how
information is to be published. Publishers are finding themselves in a defensive
position when it comes to the means of
production. They deliver the content,
which has always been the core of their
activities. How it will reach the customer—in which technical forms, through
which distribution channels, based on
which business models—are decisions
upon which they have little influence.
E-books are currently the big hype
in publishing. Nevertheless e-books are
not the actual crucial point. Perhaps
they are so popular because in concept,
name, and production workflow they
most resemble the printed book. The
e-book is both alien and familiar at the
same time, and can easily be connected
to the publishing business. Things look
very different, but when it comes to
smartphone apps or mash-ups, everything familiar quickly disappears. While
the e-book is an excellent entry into the
digital world, it should not blind publishers so they miss the larger point. It is
definitely not about focusing on specific
formats, as their persistence (or rather
brevity) in the market is impossible to
predict. They may be called e-books or
printed books, online publications or
iPhone apps. A publisher should be able
to serve all of these formats, without focusing exclusively on one.
But how can this be done?

Subject

State

XML Event at the Fair
“Mediapublishing mit XML – ein
Zukunftsmodell?” (Media publishing with XML - a model for the
future?)
An hour-long presentation and
conversation on XML. Ingrid S.
Goldstein will give a 30-minute presentation, and the discussion will
be moderated by Ursula Welsch.

GB

When: Friday 8 October at 3pm
Where: Hall 4.2, M443

Great Britain

D

Germany

If you want your customers to find and be able to use your content
in the future, you need to focus on semantics and metadata today
of XML is to describe content in a media neutral form, independently of software and hardware platforms, to allow
for flexible and automatized processing
procedures. Not all XML structures are
the same. Depending on how the XML
structure is defined different goals can
be achieved. The following examples illustrate this:

(1) <p> Berlin is in Germany. </p>
(2) <p> <bold> Berlin </bold > is in
Germany. </p>
(3) <p> <city> Berlin </city> is in
<state> Germany </state>. </p>
While the first example simply
marks the beginning and end of a paragraph, the second example tags additionally typographic statements such as
bold, which can then be implemented
in the output medium. The third example combines XML with semantics
in a semantic markup, which renders
transparent the meaning of the content,
rather that its design. The word Berlin
is clearly identified as city and the word
Germany as state. This semantic or
meaning oriented markup is completely
independent of the output medium. It
can be automatically converted to various typographic realizations for various
output formats, or can be used to create
an on-the-fly search index, to name a
few possibilities.
RDF, the Resource Description
Framework, can be expressed in XML. It
was originally developed as a data model for describing metadata in the World
Wide Web, and is now used, among
other things, as a language for knowledge representation. RDF puts the data
in the context of their meaning by storing complete statements: “Berlin is in
Germany.” Such a statement consists of
three parts, the subject (Berlin), the object (Germany) and the predicate (is in),
which connects the two. Together with
other statements, a knowledge network
is created that allows accessing the data
in various ways.
This triad of XML (media-neutral
notation), semantics (meaning of the
data), and RDF (context of the data and
metadata) is the best way for a pub-

lisher to be prepared for future requirements. Such a tagging strategy leads to
increased transparency, and hence to
a growing potential to respond quickly
and inexpensively to changing market
and user requirements. Such data is
referred to as agile content. Any content may require further editing or improvement in the course of its lifetime.

Content published today that is not prepared as agile content is prone to substantial additional expenses to produce
various output formats.
Depending on the type of content,
different strategies apply. Change is not
instant but rather a process that needs
time but can be accelerated. Any publisher who is not already on this path
should take the first steps today. •
Ingrid S. Goldstein (igoldstein@
know-arch.com) has over 20 years experience working in publishing and focusing on publishing strategies based
on semantics and XML. She founded the
London/Heidelberg-based
consulting
firm Knowledge Architectures last year.

ContentPartnership
Program

A Global Clearinghouse for
Mobility Engineering Technical Content

Introducing a unique information store,
offered exclusively by SAE International.
This new initiative focuses on co-publishing and reselling technical information to the 128,000+ engineer members served by SAE International,
as well as other customers around the world. We are looking to work with
a variety of technical knowledge providers, from book publishers, market
research specialists to think-tanks, and conference organizers. SAE’s
new content partners will interface with one of the most vibrant and
information-hungry engineering communities.
Areas of interest include but are not limited to:
• Power and propulsion
• Electronics
• Environment and emissions
• Safety and testing
• Materials

To learn more about SAE International’s new Content Partnership Program, please contact:
Monica Nogueira
Content Acquisition Manager
SAE World Headquarters
Nogueira@sae.org
Phone #: +1-724-772 7525
Cell #:
+1-412-996 5809
P101232
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Fuego and Ice
By Chad W. Post

Users need education, rights-holders need to get paid.
By Tracey L. Armstrong, Copyright Clearance Center
During your travels to and from the
Frankfurt Book Fair, how will you stay
informed? Your laptop? Smart phone?
Maybe an iPad or similar device? Everyone wants quick access to information. In fact, content users expect not
only to get information quickly, but also
to share that information instantly and
without hassle.
Rapidly changing technologies and
the incredible popularity of digital content continue to challenge publishers
and authors. Yet there is good news.
There are more secondary licensing options available to rights holders than
ever before, turning business challenges into significant opportunities.
Today’s licensing possibilities are
built around a central objective: make
it so easy for content users to get the
rights to share copyrighted material and
they will. The reason? There is still significant confusion in the market about
when copyright permission is needed
to share content, particularly when that
content is available for free.
Recent reports by researchers in
the US and UK illustrated what many of
us already suspected: copyright awareness is up, but not nearly enough. The
results of a 2009 survey conducted by
UK publisher FreePint showed that information managers around the world
see copyright as more important today,
partly due to high profile infringement
cases, new laws and the rapid increase
in digital content.
While that is good news, a 2010 report by research organization Outsell
revealed that more than half of knowledge workers surveyed say that when
they forward information, they either
don’t think about copyright permission
or they are simply ambivalent. At least
51% still believe that if they can access content online or in print for free,
they can also freely share it without the
rights to do so.
In the academic market, many college instructors and administrators
have embraced the use of course management systems and electronic reserves to distribute published content
to their students. As a result, they need
training to better understand where
copyright fits in the digital environment. Peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing
networks are also getting some attention outside their traditional entertainment uses, as the exchange of written
materials gains traction among text
content users on some of these sites. In
one 2009 study by the Internet Journal
of Medical Informatics, nearly 5,500
journal articles were exchanged over a
six-month period on a particular P2P
site, costing publishers an estimated
$700,000.
While all of this data is important
to consider, I want to emphasize that
rights-holders are responding to these
challenges with content licensing strat-

egies. In some cases, these strategies
are supported by an active copyright
education movement and the combination of licensing and education creates
tremendous possibilities.

Customer Expectations Help to
Prioritize Licensing Choices

If you are a rights-holder of textbased materials, you know a fair amount
about your readers. Knowledge of your
customers’ content usage is critical. It
can help you deliver the rights your customers need at the right time and the

©

right place. If possible, you try to find
out where they access your material,
how they share it, and how frequently.
With whom do they share your content?
Do they want to be able to get permissions by the chapter, article or page?
Do local laws in certain countries affect
the content reuse rights your customers
need?
With that information in hand, selecting the right licensing model is easy.
There are many licensing options available, from collective license agreements
and solutions that integrate with content applications to licensing wherever
your content resides. Often your best
strategy is to use a combination of different solutions to address the diverse
needs of the market. Again, the more
seamless you make your customers’ licensing experience, the more likely they
will be to get permission and pay royalties for the use of your work.

Copyright Education Is a WinWin for Rights-holders and
Customers

There is another critical piece to
any rights-holders’ business strategy:
education. In many cases, content users
don’t intentionally violate your copyrights. They simply don’t understand
their responsibilities when it comes to
sharing published material. While there
are programs in place to raise awareness of the importance of respect for
intellectual property, rights-holders
would benefit by taking a more significant role in educating customers.
At Copyright Clearance Center, we
conduct educational sessions throughout the year, and we have seen firsthand how hungry content users are for

information about copyright and how
it affects the ways they share information. Raising copyright awareness can
be as simple as featuring a very visible,
easy-to-understand statement in every
book, newspaper, journal, etc., in both
its paper and digital forms, that informs
readers that they may need to get your
permission before copying and sharing
your material. It should explain to them
how to go about getting permission.
While these notices will not eliminate
infringement, every bit of education
along with a sound licensing program
will definitely help you and your customers.
Tracey L. Armstrong is President
and Chief Executive Officer of Copyright
Clearance Center, with more than 20
years of experience in rights management. Founded in 1978 as a not-for-profit
organization, CCC promotes the seamless
sharing of knowledge by creating innovative licensing solutions that let academic
institutions and businesses quickly get
permission to use copyright-protected
materials while compensating authors,
publishers and other copyright holders
for the use of their works. For more information, visit www.copyright.com.

Copyright Clearance
Center Launches
Europe Operations:
RightsDirect
By Edward Nawotka
In response to rising demand for
rigorous rights clearances, US-based
Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) has
opened a new European subsidiary.
Dubbed RightsDirect, the company will
offer rights clearing services that enable
content sharing across multiple platforms for millions of pieces of information and images. Advisory services will
also be offered to help companies manage their content licenses.
RightsDirect is located in Amsterdam and staffed by former Springer
sales executive Kim Zwollo as General
Manager; Spanish rights expert Victoriano Colodrón as Executive Director, Collective Licensing and Operations; and
Kate Alzapiedi, formerly of Elsevier, as
Business Development Director.
Further information about the new
company as well as details about its
services are available online at www.
rightsdirect.com. •

Visit the Copyright Clearance
Center at the Frankfurt Book
Fair in Hall 4.2 Stand M431

You might be surprised to learn
that Sunday’s Guest of Honor handover ceremony will emphasize the literary threads uniting Iceland and Argentina—most of which revolve around
Jorge Luis Borges.
This actually does make some
sense. First, Borges’s last major translation was of Icelander Snorri Sturluson’s
Prose Edda, which was written in the
early thirteenth century when Icelandic
was quite similar to Old Anglo-Saxon.
Following another thread, that of
language (which is natural when talking about Borges), we find engraved on
Borges’s tombstone is “and ne forhtedon ná” from the Old English poem
“The Battle of Maldon.”
And speaking of love (which is only
natural when talking about Iceland?),
Borges allegedly became lovers with his
personal assistant María Kodama while
visiting Iceland shortly after the dissolution of his marriage.
These are the threads that interest
me . . . It’s clichéd to point out how literature and great authors can transcend
borders and bring people together, but
it’s actually true. Walking through the
halls today, I ran into no fewer than
four publishers who all “won” the Nobel
Prize along with Mario Vargas Llosa today.
Art creates a space for a shared
world. And to draw this out a bit more,
art and culture are really all about creating connections between people—for
which the Book Fair is a perfect setting.
Information about a hot young author
can spread from one person to the rest
of the world. Sure, there’s e-mail, there’s
the Internet, but in addition to the truism that face-to-face communication is
a billion times richer than any text message, this is the only time of the year
when you can stand in the center of the
Frankfurter Hof and be introduced to a
publisher from 5,000 miles away who
also publishes one of your authors, and
who then introduces you to an agent
that represents an author you should be
publishing.
And suddenly an Icelandic author is
being translated into Chinese, connecting two groups of readers and writers
living in wildly different circumstances.
In a way, this was our goal with
Publishing Perspectives—the show dailies and the free daily e-newsletter. We
wanted to provide you with interesting
info from around the world that would
help you make new connections, be it
in terms of new ideas, new ventures, or
new people.
We hope you enjoyed all three issues
and will continue to read us throughout
the rest of the year. We look forward to
seeing you at next year’s fair. •
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The American Gentleman
At first publisher Roger Straus was reticent to come to Germany for a book fair, but once
he did, the legendary publisher made friends, struck deals, and left a lasting legacy
By Boris Kachka
Roger W. Straus, Jr., the exuberant
founder of Farrar, Straus & Giroux who
died in 2004, carried himself like a born
leader, a man who kept his own council
for better or worse. But what finally got
him to Frankfurt was peer pressure.
By the mid-1960s, Straus was
throwing regular book parties in his
theatrical New York townhouse, and he
usually held court with the great publishers of Europe—Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, Ledig Rowohlt, Christophe Schlotterer—on his home turf. “We went to
the Cote Basque, with Truman Capote
and all his swans,” says Inge Feltrinelli,
who took over her late husband’s firm.
“He took us to all of his ‘in’ places.”
Rome and London were on Straus’s
annual itinerary (and Rome was where
he discovered his first prestigious writers, like Alberto Moravia and Carlo
Levi). But for two decades he left the
world’s largest international book fair
in the hands of scouts who sat in a bare
booth managed by a large distributor.
It was uncharacteristic of Straus, who
was always proudest of those deals that
came as a direct result of his personal
savvy and calibrated charm.

Finally, Frankfurt

“You are the man for Frankfurt,” the
Feltrinellis said, but he resisted. “Half
my family was killed by the Nazis,” he
said, though most of his German-Jewish family had been in the U.S. since
the nineteenth century. Hanser Verlag
head Schlotterer and his deputy Michel

Cartoon by Drew Dernavich

Krüger laid on some extra pressure: “He
said to me that we helped him to jump
over this barrier,” says Krüger, who now
runs Hanser. It was Straus’s assistant,
Peggy Miller—later his indispensable
right hand at Frankfurt—who pointed
out that he’d already broken his ban on
all things German. “I said to him, ‘If you
can buy a Mercedes, you can go to Germany.’” (Before the Benz he had driven
Chryslers, and could never have imagined that both his company and theirs
would one day be owned by Germans.)
Roger took to the fair with the zeal
of a convert. Before his first Frankfurt,
in 1966, he wrote a key Italian scout
from a venerable Jewish family to arrange his first German breakfast: “We
Jewish boys will get ourselves some
lox and celebrate.” The Feltrinellis set
up a meal with the heads of Europe’s
most prestigious houses—Gallimard,
Suhrkamp, Rowohlt and perhaps ten
others—and a clique formed almost instantly. “He was thrilled with the lunch,”
says Feltrinelli, “and he became the king
of the book fair.”
Just a year later, Roger was already
referring to “my usual suite at the InterContinental,” though he’d soon switch to
the far swankier Park Hotel. He brought
along Michael Roloff, a German-American scout who had just brokered a ninebook deal for FSG to publish Herman
Hesse. Roloff played “introductory beagle” in more ways than one. “I knew the
alternative scene in Frankfurt,” he says,
and remembers taking Roger to a representative gathering. “We waited for
some grass to arrive, but it never did.”

The books arrived, though, in
droves. Straus’s self-proclaimed “greatest coup” in Frankfurt was beating
deep-pocketed American bidders to
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s August 1914,
thanks to a face-to-face with SwissGerman publisher Otto Walter in 1971.
The following year all of the dissident’s
worldwide publishers met for cocktails
and toasted the author in his absence.

The American Gentleman

For a publisher who traded literally on prestige, the timing of the Nobel
Prize announcement for literature—
usually during Frankfurt—couldn’t be
better. Isaac Bashevis Singer’s award in
1978 meant the FSG stand was suddenly
swamped, and remained so throughout
the week. Two years later the bonanza
came for Czeslaw Milosz. And yesterday
along came Mario Vargas Llosa, FSG’s
23rd Nobel and another shot at some
lightning sales..
Roger’s Frankfurt admirers like to
call him the most European of American publishers, but what singled him
out was a meld of Guggenheim-heir
hauteur and John Wayne-style brashness. His many colorful ascots clashed
boisterously with gangster-striped suits
(he used Sammy Davis, Jr.’s tailor); his
marbled mid-Atlantic accent was spiked
with a New York tang. His gossip involved the naughty frolics of deep intellectuals, and one of his favorite toasts
encapsulated the crass-class duality in
one breath: “F*ck the peasants!” Roger
and Europe regarded each other as
most lovers do, treasuring not only their
shared qualities but
those that contrasted beautifully.
Nowhere was
Roger more perfectly the embodiment of the American
gentleman
publisher than at
that tiny Frankfurt
stand, where Peggy
Miller
scheduled
his appointments
with German precision. “Mostly people were meeting
in hotel suites to
discuss the money
business,” says Michel Kruger. “But
Roger was always
sitting there explaining his authors—his babies.”
Before
long,
Roger was doing
what always made
him feel most at
home: hosting. His
Saturday
dinner
party at the close of
Frankfurt became
the hot American
affair. Usually held
at La Truffe in the

Park hotel, it involved a rotating cast of
favored foreign publishers, and an invite was considered a great privilege. On
Sunday he dressed down: “Roger came
in for cocktails in a tweed jacket and a
cashmere turtleneck sweater,” says Feltrinelli, “and this was a sign that work
was over and he was going on holiday.”

Providing for the Next
Generation

Roger and his firm were soon mentoring the next generation of European
publishers. Young scions like Carl-Otto
Bonnier interned at Farrar Straus. Dorotea Bromberg and her father met Roger
in Frankfurt in the wake of Singer’s Nobel, and soon found themselves Singer’s
new publishers. “He was so open-minded,” says Dorotea, “and didn’t mind that
we’d just started. For me, he became
immediately a kind of father publisher.”
Both Bonnier and Bromberg were—
like Straus himself—from distinguished
Jewish European families. Roger admired another such publisher, Fischer
Verlag, whose managers had found wartime refuge in New York and even published Thomas Mann there. (Their host
publisher was Harcourt Brace, and their
office neighbor was wunderkind Robert
Giroux, Roger’s future editor-in-chief.)
Fischer—which coincidentally has a
three-fish colophon, like FSG—was
eventually sold to the Von Holtzbrinck
Group, and in time Roger made the same
decision. When he became reconciled to
the idea of selling FSG, in 1994, he ignored the blandishments of American
conglomerates and instead called only
one person: Dieter Von Holtzbrinck.
Older Frankfurt attendees like to
mourn the bygone days of the fair, when
deals were struck on a handshake and
dashing gentlemen strutted like peacocks across the showroom floor. But
the friendships Roger Straus made on
that floor were about the future. They
allowed him to look beyond the crimes
and injuries of history. They allowed
him, too, to steer his firm safely past the
sirens of American corporations, and
over the shoals of his own inevitable
death. •
Boris Kachka covers publishing,
books, and theater for New York Magazine. He is currently writing a book on
the unique history of Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, to be published in 2012 by Thomas Dunne Books, and would love to hear
from anyone with stories to tell about
the house. Email him at boris.kachka@
nymag.com.
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Le MOTif Brings Ten Lucky
French Publishers to Frankfurt
By Olivia Snaije
Le MOTif, the Paris area’s regionally funded “observatory” for books
will be completing a new experiment
at Frankfurt. Since last spring Le MOTif
has worked with ten small publishing
houses to prepare them for their first
time at the book fair.
Le MOTif hired a foreign rights specialist to brief the publishers on the
countries where translation was most
likely, what the editors in these countries are looking for, business negotiations and rights contracts. They were
then given individual and/or group consultations.
For the final stages of training,
members of Le MOTif team will accompany the publishers to Frankfurt (and
stay with them throughout) providing
the presentation panels, shared office
space and access to the fair. The pub-

CORRECTIONS:

lishers must cover their own expenses
for travel and lodging as well as membership to the BIEF (French Publishing
International Bureau), which is providing the space for the ten publishers on
their stand.
If the experiment is deemed successful it may become standard practice
for le MOTif. The lucky publishers are:

• Les éditions de l’Atelier sciences hu•
•
•
•

maines

Al Manar Editions beaux livres
Chandeigne Brésil/Portugal

Cambourakis littérature + BD

Les éditions du Sextant sc sociales et
littérature

• DES
•
•
•
•

FEMMES
féminisme

(Aude

Mathon)

Editions de l’amandier théâtre

Editions Folies d’encre littérature
Editions çà et là BD

Les petits matins sciences hum. et
littérature

Thursday’s issue contained three errors. The article “Talking Argentine Lit, at
Home and Abroad” contained an incorrect byline. It was written by Matías Fernández, not Alejandra Rodriguez Ballester. In the op-ed “In Buenos Aires, E-books are
Sexy! by Julieta Lionetti the sum for downloading a PDF file from Musimundo was
indicated as 30 pesos. It should have read $30 USD. In “Hot Italian Readers: The Feltrinelli Era,” the photo credit should have read “Photo: Leonardo Cendamo.”

Addendum: What’s on Sale at Meulenhoff

On Wednesday, we featured interviews with five Dutch publishers written by Marleen Reimer, but our headline
promised six. Here is the sixth interview.
Publisher Maaike le Noble is very
excited about Fragments by Marilyn
Monroe, an illustrated, full-color book
that features many never-before-seen
photos, short notes written on hotel
stationary, diary entries and more, all
in facsimile. Meulenhoff, together with
France’s Editions du Seuil and Germany’s S. Fischer, is presenting Fragments to the international market here
at Frankfurt.
“It looks absolutely fantastic,

Scan the code below to read
the latest headlines from
Publising Perspectives

it’s so beautifully done,” says Maaike.
“The book gives an intimate look into
Marilyn’s life; it’s literally as if you’re
looking over her shoulder while she’s
scribbling her notes, writing down her
thoughts.”
Among upcoming manuscripts,
Maaike is looking forward to publishing
the latest work by Mario Vargas Llosa,
and to David Foster Wallace’s posthumous novel Pale King. DFW traditionally had a small readership in the Netherlands who read him in English, but the
recent Dutch translation of the essay
collection A Supposedly Fun Thing I’ll
Never Do Again did well and Meulenhoff
hopes to expand his audience.
Maaike is further keeping her eyes
peeled for any promising debuts from
the UK and the US. •

Maaike le Noble, Publisher, Meulenhoff
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Serbians Take Matters
Into Their Own Hands
By Chad W. Post
Unfortunate as it is, the situation
facing Serbian literature is incredibly
common for “small language” cultures:
although a number of Serbian writers
from the first half of the twentieth century have been translated into English
and published throughout the world
(like Danilo Kiš, Milorad Pavić, and
Borislav Pekić), many of the best writers of the past couple decades have yet
to find an international audience. Rea-

of interest from German publishers in
this title.
Stanković’s novel is one of the five
titles that are part of the forthcoming
second series of titles, which consists of:
The Box by Slavoljub Stanković,
which focuses on three young men living in Belgrade in the 1990s. Filled with
pop culture references and a good dose
of humor, The Box traces the transformation of Belgrade into a ghetto and the
desires of these three men to “get out of
the box Serbia has become.”

Ministry of Culture, Publisher Geopoetika publish
translations with an eye towards foreign right sales

sons for this are myriad, tied to economic issues, well-documented elsewhere,
and somewhat depressing. Rather than
simply lament this situation—or offer
up translation subsidies to brave publishers willing to take a chance on a
book they probably haven’t read in the
original—the Serbian Ministry of Culture and Serbian publisher Geopoetika
took matters into their own hands and
launched the Serbian Prose in Translation series.
Thanks to the funding of the Serbian
Ministry of Culture, Geopoetika is publishing English-language translations
of five contemporary Serbian works
every year. Instead of selling these and
trying to break into the somewhat provincial English-language market, they
are sending these books out to agents,
publishers, and reviewers throughout
the world in hopes of finding publishing
houses interested in acquiring foreign
rights. This strategy circumvents certain obstacles, namely the lament that
very few editors read Serbian. Which is
one reason why Geopoetika was careful
to get high quality translators (including Alice Copple-Tošić, and Randall Major), and to translate the complete work
instead of just a short sample.
The first five titles is the series
are already available: The Cyclist Conspiracy by Svetislav Basara, a funny,
experimental book about a secret cult
centered around bicycles; Lake Como
by Srdjan Valjarević, about an author’s
solitude and coming to terms with himself; Haman Balkania by Geopoetika
publisher Vladislav Bajac, a work of
historiographic metafiction; Fear and
Servant by Mirjana Novaković, a historical novel that has already been published in French; and Adulterers by Vida
Ognjenović, which is one woman’s story
of uncovering her identity after her husband has an affair.
According to Bajac, these titles are
under consideration by a number of
publishers around the world, with Lake
Como now available in Bulgarian, and
Hamam Balkania scheduled for publication in Turkey. A movie version of
one of the forthcoming titles—The Box
by Stanković (more below)—is already
being filmed by a German-Serbian production team. As a result, there is a lot

The Russian Window by Dragan
Velikić won both the NIN Award and
the Mesa Selimović Award—two of the
most important literary awards in Serbia and former Yugoslavia. It’s a threepart novel about an elderly man and his
younger companion and the opportunities they missed during the last part
of the twentieth-century as Yugoslavia
went through a series of monumental
changes.
Destiny Annotated by Radoslav
Petković is a work of postmodern historiographic metafiction that uses pastiche, parody, and humor to relate historical events taking place between the
time of Napoleon and the Balkan Wars.
Another historical novel, Constantine’s Crossing by Dejan Stojiljković
centers around vampires in Nis and
the clash of ideologies in Serbia during
World War Two. Constantine’s Crossing was shortlisted for the NIN award in
2009.
Kaja, Belgrade and the Good American by Mirjana Djurdjević takes place
between the two World Wars in a very
cosmopolitan Belgrade where the first
Buddhist pagoda in Europe was built.
The story of a woman writer, a girl
named Kaja, and the American consul,
this novel won both the “Zensko pero”
and Mesa Selimović awards in 2009. •
Anyone interested in receiving copies
of these titles can visit the Serbian Ministry of Culture at 5.0 E975 or email Tijana
Spasić at tijana.spasic@geopoetika.com.

BOOKFACES
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Peter Riva, President, International Transactions, Inc.
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Sarah How, Librarian, Cornell University Library

BOOKFACES: The Faces Behind the Books
Exhibitors, authors and agents are invited to come get their portraits taken with their favorite word at the gute aussichten photo studio in Hall 5.0 B947, open daily from
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. during the Fair. BOOKFACES is a project that aims to show “the faces behind the books.” •

Amateur Thursdays Debuts This Friday
By Giovanna Calvino
Earlier this year, while publishing
news reported on the digital transition
and the struggles of booksellers, we
were reminded of a positive constant in
this equation: the reader.
As professionals who worked in
television and in public programming
in the past, my colleagues Fabrice Rozié, Alison Snyder and I saw an opportunity to leverage widespread access to
the web and open up a dialogue about
books that could be brought into a reader’s life. Thus, our web program “Amateur Thursdays” was born.   
Each week on our website, www.
amateurthursdays.com, we will post
a new three-minute video featuring
authors and others in the arts talking
about the books they are reading. The
viewer will be able to peek in, as you
would do at a party or in a restaurant
when you eavesdrop on other people’s
conversations. So far, we filmed three
episodes in locations throughout New
York City—the apartment of Italian
Vogue’s US correspondent, the offices of
The New York Review of Books and El
Museo del Barrio—featuring such internationally acclaimed artists and writers
as Rick Moody, William Wegman, Susan
Orlean, Uzodinma Iwealla and Edmund
White, among others.

Economic Titles Dominate
Business Book Awards
By Todd Sattersten

With each show, we’ve been delighted by the spontaneity of the discussion
and by the eagerness of our guests. We
envision viewers watching “Amateur
Thursdays” on their computers or on
their cell phones, looking for suggestions before purchasing books online
or who will just be looking for an entertaining and mentally stimulating break.
We are also opening the discussion
to our internet followers, and hoping
that readers will send us video reviews
and share ideas for future subjects and
books that will spark conversations.
Today at 4pm, we will premiere
our first three pilot episodes centered
on the themes of seduction, class consciousness, and dogs and their companions. Like nothing out there, “Amateur
Thursdays” highlights the experience of
the reader and offers a global platform
on which readers can share their unique
perspectives.
The Premier of Amateur Thursdays
will take place today in the Film and Media Forum, Cine 2, at 4:00 p.m.

getAbstract announced the winners
of their 2010 International Business
Book Award on Wednesday afternoon.
The company which specializes in business book summaries selects two English books and two German books each
year for the distinction.
The three criteria for selection are
applicability, degree of innovation and
style. This year marks the 10th anniversary of the business book award.

The German winners are:

Accelerating Out of The Recession by
David Rhodes and Daniel Stelter
How An Economy Grows and Why It
Crashes by Peter Schiff

Die Inflation Kommit! by Stefan Riße
Die Personalfalle by Jörg Knoblauch
Effectuation by Michael Faschingbauer

The English winners were:

Exit by Meinhard Miegel
Markt Ohne Moral by Susanne Schmidt

The other nominees this year

13 Bankers by Simon Johnson and
James Kwak
Keynes—Return of The Master by Robert Skidelsky
More Money Than God by Sebastian
Mallaby
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Scheherazade in the App Store: Can Digital Free Arabic Publishers
By Ramy Habeeb

berry, a device which is undeniably less
pleasant to read on than the iPhone.)
Our leading markets were the Arab
world (as expected), followed strongly
by the USA, and the EU. We saw traffic
from several other countries, including
Canada, Australia, Japan and India. We
felt good. People were actually downloading our app and we were getting
good reviews. People
wanted to work with us (they still
do). We were flying high.
Then we looked at the analytics...

The Arab publishing industry (and
other emerging economies’ publishing
industries as well) suffers from major
distribution issues, with even pan-Arab
distribution being essentially non-existent. We don’t have a books-in-print
catalogue, nor have we learned the lessons that Whitaker and Bowker could
teach us about creating a modern publishing industry. Instead, we live in publishing limbo, searching for the “magic
bean” that will let us crawl out of the
hole of our own construct. So when mobile publishing —e-books delivered to
phones—became a reality, I, like many,
got very excited, believing that salvation
had finally arrived.

If you compare user statistics of
mobile downloads to the traffic on our
website, which offer a variety of titles in
29 subject areas, you will find that they

we have despite spending an average of
four minutes on our site.
But here’s the key: just like on our
website, where downloads of free content dwarf those of paid-for
ebooks, the same pattern was there
in downloads of our 1,001 Nights apps.
Downloads of the free version, offering
just three chapters, was exponentially
higher than those who purchased the
paid-for apps.
Suddenly I felt transported back
six years ago to when I first launched
Kotobarabia, dreaming of the freedom
and opportunities the internet and eBooks would offer me. My more naïve self
thought at the time that with a click of a
button our books could be everywhere.
Finally, distribution issues would be

To usher in the arrival of mobile
publishing, my company Kotobarabia,
a publisher of Arabic-language e-books,
launched 1,001 Arabian Nights on the
iPhone as a stand-alone app—six apps,
actually—in July. We offered an app that
provides the first three chapters for
free, another with the entire text of the
book, and then four more apps representing individual “volumes” of stories,
which together also comprise the entire
text.
First, it’s important to explain why
we opted for stand-alone apps instead
of publishing it via the
iBookstore. Amongst the many answers to that question, our primary
motivation was that the conversion of
Arabic books into EPUB is just too expensive. That, and the unfortunate way
in which the iBookstore renders metadata for Arabic.
Looking at the sales figures for the
first three months is simultaneously
stunning and crushing. In the first few
weeks of launch we broke 150 downloads almost daily – a healthy number
and much more than we expected given
that the iPhone is only a fraction of the
smart-phone market in the Middle East.
(The undisputed winner is the Black-

are almost identical. The Arab world—
particularly Saudi Arabia—is still our
largest market with the USA always in
second. The Gulf countries are big buyers, and countries like Egypt as well as
the Levant and Maghreb (with the exception of Algeria for some reason) are
big browsers, opting for any free titles

solved. It would be the dawn of a new
era.
And while our ability to offer 1,001
Nights—in Arabic, in a digital format—
is progress, the cold hard sobering truth
is that despite mobile downloads and
digital technologies, there remains a
much larger distribution problem that

Launching 1,001 Arabian Nights

Free Beats Paid Any Day

Taiwan’s Big E-book Push
By Boris Kachka

“There is an old joke in Taiwan,”
says Wally Su, the general manager of
Taiwanese content developers OverParadigm Technology, standing in front
of his country’s bright, screen-filled
e-Reading Pavilion. “We know how to
make everything, but we never use it.”
That began to change long before
this pavilion, Taiwan’s first major digital book presence at the fair, was built
to tout the fact. The fourteen companies displayed here—from academic
archivist AsiaWorld to the Little Newton Science Education Company—are
promoted in full and funded in part by
a massive government project, meant to
develop information technology of all
kinds, that’s already eight years into a
ten-year, $1 billion plan.

the small number of books that we and
the handful of other Arab web-savvy
publishers simply cannot solve.
What is needed has less to do with
technology and its promises, and more
to do with something far more basic.

Acronyms, Catalogues, and
Patience

Arab publishing lacks many of the
basic components needed in a modern
publishing industry. Amongst them—
there’s the inefficient use of ISBNs, the
absence of a pan-Arab categorization
system (not to mention that the Arab
world has yet to map or even translate
categories to correspond with BIC or
BISG), and, perhaps most important of
all, no books-in-print catalogue.
These are the fundamental issues
that the glamour and glitz of new technologies cannot solve. Recently, we have
been approached by several organizations that want to get involved in mobile
publishing. They (and we) are seduced
by the iPhone, the iPad, Android-based
devices, tablet PCs, ad infinitum—with
all their swanky abilities, but they/we
do not want to do the dirty work.
The facts are this: EPUB is not a replacement for proper pricing. The App
store is not an excuse for improper
categorization. And the Kindle is not a
books-in-print catalogue.
The solution? I don’t know, but I
suspect it will have something to do
with studying the lives of people like
Whitaker and Bowker (specifically how
they built early versions of books-inprint catalogues in their markets) and
emulating them in a modern context. It
is doing the less glamorous dirty work
of building a viable books-in-print
catalogue. It is educating on international best practices. It is taking a risk
in emerging economies where the ROI
is not immediately apparent. It is loving
books and wanting to do right by them.
And it is accepting that Steve Jobs,
Jeff Bezos (or any other tech savvy messiah) can’t do it all. •
The idea, per Su’s joke, is to take
advantage of the country’s number-one
position as a provider of out-of-the-box
computer hardware—OEM technology—and apply it to software being
developed in lofts instead of factories.
The reachable goal is to have 100,000
titles online, but just as important are
government-run projects for public institutions (eg., digitizing photos from
zoos and museums to enable remote research for children and scholars alike.)
On the consumer end, companies
like Su’s are finding a fertile potential
market just across the strait, in China. It
takes only some relatively slight changes to adapt their titles to the simplified
Chinese native to the mainland. It’s a
commerce that goes the other way too:
“Right now the biggest ebook reader in
China, they are selling to Taiwan right
now,” says Su. “But they’re owned by a
big OEM company—from Taiwan. They
sell the product back to us.” Su, and Taiwan, would like to cut out the middle
man. •

E-Rights
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By Emily Williams
The paper book is an object of beauty and simplicity. This neat package
has allowed books to concealfor many
years the increasingly complex tangle of
copyrights they each comprise: rights to
text and images, limitations by territory
and term of contract, restrictions on the
reader.Then came the digital transition,
books stripped off their paper packages, and their knotty true nature was revealed. Readers can now discover books
they’re not allowed to buy, buy books
they’re not allowed to share. A publisher can go through the expense of digitizing a favorite how-to book or biography
only to find it has no digital rights to
the images inside. An e-book edition of
a popular thriller might be sold with a
blank gray cover because the rights to
cover art and design were not cleared
internationally.
The world of books is getting bigger
and more complicated. The promise of
digital is ultimate flexibility and portability, but unlike magazine or newspaper publishers, book publishers do not
own their content outright. The transition of books to digital format is going
slowly, not only because of the robust
self-sufficiency of the codex form but
because all of those rights must be untangled, book by book, contract by contract, going back to the beginning of
standing copyright sometime early last
century.
The digital transition has been
slow—but it’s speeding up. E-books
represent over 10% of the market
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The Future of Rights
Digital publishing raises countless rights issues, but work towards
a universal international framework for clearances is beginning
in the US now, up to 35% of sales for
front list bestsellers. New multimedia
devices like smart phones and tablets
are opening up a worldwide market for
enhanced content and for richly illustrated books, including children’s stories and comics. The potential for book
mash-ups with other media introduces
a whole new set of rights questions, and
technology players may not be familiar
with the rules of the traditional publishing business.
It raises many questions. If you
make a video enhancement of a scene
in a novel, are you stepping on the film
rights? How do you translate it? If your
book app includes cool visual effects
created by programmers, who controls
the rights to that edition, and are they
tied to the text or can they be sold separately? What do you do if a foreign tech
company, rather than a publisher, wants
to develop an app for your book for one
particular language or territory? How
do you sell translation rights for a book
designed to build in interactive content
contributed by readers? What kinds of
rights are involved if a Web site wants to
license content from all your books that
take place in or have information about
Rome?
Many of the opportunities from new

technologies will come piecemeal in the
form of experiments, but cumulatively
they have the potential to build into
new areas of profit—if rights holders
are prepared to take advantage of them.
This means having information about
the rights you control in a form that is
organized, accessible, and able to be
communicated at any given moment. If
responding to every new rights request
involves a time-consuming process of
digging through files and reading contracts, either opportunities will be lost
because it is not worth the trouble of
dealing with them, or any incremental
profit the digital transactions bring in
will be frittered away in the time it takes
to formulate a response.
The complexity of this challenge,
and its global nature, are what animate
the Book Industry Study Group’s Rights
Committee, an organization of which I
am co-chair. We are working to create
a standardized framework that can be
used to describe any rights transaction,
from a traditional language and territory book deal to serialized content used
in educational programs for schools
or a cookbook app for the iPhone enhanced with how-to videos and shopping lists. This framework will have a
plain language form that will be public-

ly available for use as a reference both
by companies in the traditional book
sphere looking for guidance, and the
digital payers like tech companies that
are entering book publishing and need
to understand the rights landscape. We
are also developing a code-based version of the framework under the ONIX
standard that can be used for system-tosystem transactions.
Imagine a future where, rather than
manually inputting a giant stack of paper royalty statements—with all the
time, tedium, and risk of human error
that entails—the information could instead be communicated directly to your
system by your foreign co-agent or publishing partner. Sound too good to be
true? It’s closer than you think: this is
one of the pilots we’re working on, with
input from standards body EDItEUR
and the help of a few willing international partners. The idea is to address
the biggest current headaches now and
anticipate the future we can see from
here, while remaining flexible enough to
adapt to unforeseen challenges as they
arise.
The rights business has always offered an opportunity to think broadly
about each book’s potential. What publishing’s digital transition is making
clear is how absolutely essential a good
command of the underlying rights is to
doing anything at all with a book.
Our carpe diem moment is here—
the time has come to seize these digital
tools and build a rights business for the
new millennium. •
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Amazon.com Launches First List of Translated Titles
By Chad W. Post
In the world of translation publishing, one of the more interesting developments of the past year was the launching of AmazonCrossing, a new initiative
of Amazon.com Books. The imprint’s
first book—The King of Kahel by Tierno
Monenembo—goes on sale November
2nd, and a second batch of six titles was
announced late last month.
According to Amazon.com Books
Vice President Jeff Belle, the seed of
AmazonCrossing was planted a couple
years back when he read a report by
translator extraordinaire Esther Allen
about the “three percent problem”—the
fact that, of all the books published in
the US, only three percent are works in
translation. As Belle stated, this dismal
statistic “is really at odds with Amazon’s vision of making every book in
every language available to our customers.” Allen educated Amazon about the
translation market, leading Amazon to
start funding translations through the
“Author & Publisher Giving Program,”
and to launch AmazonCrossing to “discover great voices of the world that have
not been translated into English and
introduce them to [Amazon’s] Englishspeaking customers.”
Amazon.com has been moving in
the direction of publishing for some
time now, first with a couple of self-publishing options—CreateSpace (formerly
BookSurge) is a print option, and any

American online retailer cites “Three
Percent Problem” as motivation
author/publisher can sell their eBooks
through Amazon’s Kindle program. In
a somewhat more traditional publishing vein, there’s also AmazonEncore,
through which Amazon uses information such as customer reviews to identify “exceptional, overlooked books
and authors” that deserve to have their
works reintroduced to readers. These
titles are available both in print and
Kindle formats.
In some ways, AmazonCrossing is
an extension of the Encore program,
with Amazon acquiring rights and responsible for the marketing of these
books. What’s interesting is that they’ve
chosen to pursue international works—
a category that many of commercial
publishers shy away from. As Jeff Belle
puts it, this “dearth of foreign translations into English” is one area of publishing that’s not well served.
As mentioned above, the first title in
the AmazonCrossing program is Tierno
Monenembo’s The King of Kahel, which
first came to Amazon’s attention when
it won the 2008 Prix Renaudot in France
and just starting to plan this initiative.
More than a year later, the English rights
were still available, which further convinced Belle and the rest of the Amazon

team that there are a lot of great books
that never make their way into English.
Similar to the Encore program, customer reviews (in this case on Amazon.
fr—the company’s French site) helped
convince Amazon to go ahead with this
book, which points to Amazon’s ability to leverage customer research. Although comments are obviously public, traditional publishers don’t tend
to examine this sort of feedback when
deciding whether or not to publish a
translation of a particular book. This
customer-centric approach is unique,
almost the diametrical opposite to the
traditional “I know what readers want”
mantra of most editors. “Our choices are
really dictated by what our customers
tell us about the books they love,” says
Belle. “We’re looking for exceptional
books that are effectively nominated by
our customers and deserving of a wider,
global audience.”
Amazon won’t specify how many
translated titles they plan on publishing
in any given season, but they recently
announced their next six , which include
a thriller (The Hangman’s Daughter by
Oliver Pötzsch), a non-fiction book on
Argentina’s economic troubles (No Reserve: The Limit of Absolute Power by

Martín Redrado), a YA-novel (Pizzicato:
The Abduction of the Magic Violin by
Rusalka Reh), a 19th-century Spanish
novel (Pepita Jimenez by Juan Valera),
and a controversial work of literary fiction (Field Work in Ukrainian Sex by Oksana Zabuzhko).
Members of the AmazonCrossing
team will be at the Fair, meeting with
agents, publishers, and translators to
spread the word about this new program. More information about AmazonCrossing and its titles can be found at
www.amazon.com/amazoncrossing. •
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New Publisher Profile: And Other Stories
UK translation-focused
publisher aims to turn
readers into editors
and partners

By Chad W. Post
Over the past few years, hundreds
of articles have been written about the
failings of the traditional publishing
model. And in the wake of these criticisms—astronomical advances, disconnect from readers, deliberate ignorance
of the rest of world’s literature—several innovative presses have come into
existence, all testing slightly different
models or theories for best connecting
writers with their audience. One new
company, And Other Stories (the “and”
being part of the press’s name), is focusing on the social nature of publishing.
Registered as a “Community Interest Company” in the UK (similar to a
501(c)3 in the U.S.), And Other Stories
is planning on publishing four titles
in 2011, with the first book to be announced shortly after the Book Fair.
Their editorial focus is on contemporary
writing from around the world, with the
emphasis on “world.” Founder and publisher Stefan Tobler is a literary transla-

tor from both Portuguese and German,
with a serious interest in French and
Spanish literature as well.
The press’ goal, as stated on its Web
site, is “to open up publishing,” and one
of the things that sets And Other Stories apart is its editorial process. Rather
than simply have an editor who makes
decisions based on gut beliefs and per-

sonal knowledge, And Other Stories has
organized “reading groups” in German,
Lithuanian, and Spanish to help uncover
interesting new works not yet available
in English. As Tobler clarified, this isn’t
a “Lit Idol” set-up, but a way of engaging
both readers and literary experts in the
editorial process, thus breaking down
the barrier between editors and audi-

ence.
These reading groups come together in events organized by interested
readers and are designed to have a “fun,
warm feel in spite of the concentration
on often challenging literature.” The gettogethers frequently center on readings
by untranslated international authors
(see attached picture of Argentinean
writer Carlos Gamerro reading at indie
bookstore Albion Beatnik). Additionally,
interested readers can subscribe to And
Other Stories’ series.
And Other Stories founder Stefan
Tobler is walking the Fair and can be
reached at stefantobler@andotherstories.org. More information about the
press and its events can be found online
at http://www.andotherstories.org/. •

Publishing in Twenty Languages...Simultaneously
By C.J. Evans

I’ve worked professionally as an
editor for years, so when I was hired
as managing editor last spring for Two
Lines: World Writing in Translation—
an annual anthology of international
literature published by the Center for
the Art of Translation in San Francisco
that includes a story both in English and
the original language—I figured editing
20 languages couldn’t be all that much
harder than editing one. I was wrong.
Since I began, the question I’m most
often asked is why we bother to publish
the original language. I’m never sure
how to answer. It sure isn’t to get the
Uyghur-language readership (the newest installment of the anthology, set to
hit shelves in early November, has a special section devoted to the poetry of the
Uyghur ethnic minority of China), and
the “managing” side of the editor in me
now sees the clear advantage of not having to work with up to 20 languages in
one book.
What is clear is that there are plenty
of challenges that come with publishing

Read our series of Frankfurt
tips about what is where and
how to find it!

The editor of a lit anthology discusses publishing
stories in English and the original language.
international literature, putting aside
for a moment publishing the pieces en
face. One example: the forthcoming Two
Lines features an amazing story by the
contemporary Russian author Andrey
Dmitriev, but securing rights for the
piece required lengthy negotiations
between myself, the translator, and the
original publisher—in Russian, German,
French, and thankfully, some English.
It’s almost impossible to gauge how
a foreign press will respond to a rights
request. Some are quite excited to have
the work translated into English, and
some ask for exorbitant fees. For an anthology with a small budget (like almost
all anthologies, no?) we didn’t have the
money to pay 300 Euros for the Dmitriev, and it was daunting to bargain with
the press in multiple languages.
Then there’s the fact that I don’t
speak or read 20 different languages,
and neither did my guest editors, Jeffrey
Yang and Natasha Wimmer. That means
we aren’t able to proof or edit against
many of the originals. Nor could we
evaluate those originals. While we are
lucky to have built relationships with a
large group of foreign-language readers
in our 17-year history, we still depend
almost exclusively on the skill of the

translator in evaluating the artistic validity of the original works.
I’ve had to rely on my belief that—
no matter how many times the translator’s name is left off of the cover of a
book—translation is an art, and to edit
an international anthology is to fully
embrace it as such. Lydia Davis reminded me of that in the introduction to her
translation of Flaubert’s Madame Bovary in the forthcoming Two Lines. “When
I first read Madame Bovary decades
ago—in translation—I wondered, naively, why so much fuss had been made
about Flaubert’s famous style, since the
style of the novel did not seem either
special or even particularly effective.
It did not occur to me that what I was
reading was not his style but the translator’s, and that his style had simply not
survived translation into English!”
And then after editorial challenges,
we finally get to the production. More
challenges. The Center is a Mac environment, and apparently Microsoft decided
at some point that building a platform in
Word that reads right-to-left languages
is not a priority for its Mac software.
Arabic and Urdu (and any other rightto-left language) are mirrored, leaving
them indecipherable to readers of the

original. Rendering PDFs into design
software often does the same thing, as
well as causing a host of other problems. Using Google documents to render the PDFs helps, but the font choices
are very limited in these types of applications, and in any event, Google documents are clearly not intended to generate text for publication. All of these little
catches get even more time-consuming
when you consider that every change
must be re-proofed by the translator or
a language reader.
So we’ve established that publishing multi-lingually isn’t easy, but still:
Why do it? Ultimately I’ve reached an
answer just as ephemeral as the answer
to why I work in literary fiction and poetry in the first place: there is value in
seeing the original. You can see when
the translator deviates from the form
of the original (like when translator Arvind Krishna Mehrotra casts a five-line
Hindi poem by Kabir as a sixteen-line
poem in English). Moreover, there’s just
something about being confronted with
the Cyrillic of perennial Nobel candidate
Gennady Aygi, or the Japanese of the
almost-forgotten Modernist poet Itoh
Masako.
Working on Two Lines makes me
wish more publishers went through the
effort—and added expense—of showing the original language. Yes, it’s a challenge and a frustration, but it adds another level to the interaction the reader
can have with the literature. And the
deepest possible engagement with a
worthy text should be the goal of any
literary publisher. •
C.J. Evans is the Managing Editor of
Two Lines: World Writing in Translation
for the Center for the Art of Translation
and the author of the poetry chapbook,
The Category of Outcast, published by the
Poetry Society of America in 2009.
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By Daniel Kalder
In summer 2004 Brooklyn, New
York’s Akashic books published Brooklyn Noir, an anthology of crime stories
set in New York’s most heavily populated borough. Although initially intended
as a one-off, the book was so successful
that the publisher was soon inundated
with proposals from authors wanting
to subject their own cities to the same
hard-boiled treatment. Despite it being an American-born idea, years later
and locales as varied as Dublin, Mexico
City and Trinidad are now served by an
Akashic “noir fiction guide”—and with
the top sellers clocking up sales of more
than 20,000 each, the series shows no
signs of slowing down.
The latest entry is Moscow Noir. The
book’s editors, Natalia Smirnova and
Julia Goumen, are, ironically, St. Petersburg-based literary agents (although
Smirnova is originally from Moscow).
Writing in the introduction, they make
their intent clear: “This anthology is an
attempt to turn the tourist Moscow of
gingerbread and woodcuts, of glitz and
big money, inside out…to reveal its fetid
womb and make sense of the desolation that still reigns.” The entertaining
phrase “fetid womb” is even more pungent in Russian as Moskva (Moscow) is a
feminine noun.
But that’s not all. According to the
editors: “…almost any place in Moscow longs to be the setting for a story
of crime and violence.” Indeed, given
the relentlessly bleak news coverage
of Moscow (political corruption, murdered journalists, gangsters, lunatic
serial killers, etc.), it’s almost shocking
that such an anthology has not been attempted already.
For this there is a surprisingly simple explanation: noir does not exist as a
popular genre in Russian fiction, in spite
of the fact that Rodion Raskolnikov buried an axe in the old widow’s head long
before Raymond Chandler was even a
glimmer in his father’s eye.
Goumen explains this absence as a
result of cultural restrictions during the
soviet era: “In the postwar period, the
demand was for…uplifting films and fiction, while images of a dark reality could
not be published.” This changed during
perestroika, but even then the cultural
situation in Russia was simply too chaotic for the genre to take root: “…ethical
and aesthetic expectations were shifting so rapidly and drastically that the
noir genre could not form as a literary
trend…Besides with the translations of
big classic names, the market was flooded with down market trash titles, and
with no experience and criteria to apply,
readers would deny that noir…could be
of a literary quality.”
Such is the dilemma for today’s budding Russian Elmore Leonards—there’s
no shortage of inspiration but there
simply isn’t an audience for the kind of
pop/literary fusion that sells so well in
America and Europe. When it comes to
crime, the Russian reader prefers classics such as Agatha Christie, or lighthearted narratives like the bestselling
“ironic detective” series by Daria Dontosva. Meanwhile the Soviet-educated
Russian intelligentsia remain wedded
to strict notions of high and low culture.
Indeed, Boris Akunin’s master
stroke in creating his post-modern his-

Russian Literature

Moscow at Night
Is there such a thing as Russian noir
and could it be the next big thing?

Natalia Smirnova and Julia Goumen / Photo © Alexander Strelets

torical detective, Erast Fandorin, was
to make the murder story intellectually
respectable and thus reach an audience
hitherto embarrassed to admit to enjoying crime stories. The result? Sales of 18
million copies at home and abroad.
What hope, then, for an English language collection of writing by Russians
in a genre that (in their culture anyway)
doesn’t exist? Well, in spite of this disadvantage Goumen and Smirnova have
not struggled to find authors eager to
display the dazzling cruelty of contemporary Moscow in all its foul detail, revealing in the process how distinctly
Russian the noir genre can be.
Some stories take place in the historic center; others in train stations; still
others in soul-crushing suburbs erected
in the 60s and 70s. We meet prostitutes,
hit men, cops, art dealers, burnt-out lecturers, students, compulsive masturbators, millionaires, all of whom are up to
their ears in evil.
A few stories, such as Anna Starobinets’ “The Mercy Bus” set in and around
Kursk Railway Station read more or less
like a stew of American noir tropes reheated in a contemporary Moscow setting. Others are more interesting.
The most celebrated contributor is
Ludmilla Petrushevskaya (finally on the
brink of international stardom at age
72) who turns in a short, almost classically perfect narrative of a man who
murders his wife, and is haunted by
the event for years afterwards. Another
excellent tale is Dmitry Kosyrev’s “The
Coat that Smelled like Earth,” which recasts the surreal conclusion of Gogol’s
Overcoat as a bizarre investigation into
the fate of the coat Stalin’s lieutenant
Lavrenty Beria wore when he set forth
on his rape expeditions in the 1940s
and 50s. In both stories, there is a fascinating blend of the Russian literary
tradition, Soviet history, contemporary
setting and noir sensibility.
Other authors of note include Alexei

Author Ludmilla Petrushevskaya
Photo © Anastasia Kazakova

Evdokimov, co-author of Headcrusher,
which has been translated into eight
languages, and Irina Denezhkina, a former exponent of zygote lit* whose yarn
is surely the weakest in an otherwise
generally consistent anthology.
According to Goumen, Kosyrev is
the only contributor who would count
as a “bestseller” in Russia—“indeed he
is one of the bestselling writers in Russia
today.” Not coincidentally he is the only
“genre” author in the book, although the
others come laden with prizes and critical acclaim.
Goumen explains the selection procedure she and Smirnova pursued as
follows: “First of all we were looking for
writers who live in Moscow or are well
familiar with the city. The second ambition was to give a wide range of voices:
established writers (Ludmilla Petrushevskaya being definitely the most
renowned in the list) go next to rising
stars (like Sergey Samsonov and Anna
Starobinets), champions of neorealism (Alexei Evdokimov) neighbor with
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writers working in realms of fantasy
and literary thrillers (Sergei Kuznetsov
or Maxim Maximov), historical detective novels (Dmitry Kosyrev) or those
exploring post-postmodern fiction reality (Vyacheslav Kuritsyn or Andrei
Khusnutdinov)…. Different as they all
are these writers are representative as
voices and trends in Russia—and they
all took it as a creative challenge and an
exciting task to write a piece for this anthology.’
Thus Moscow Noir serves a dual
purpose: it is both an attempt to introduce a the noir genre into Russian
literature and also a calling card from
largely unknown Russian writers hoping to achieve wider international recognition. So far the first part of the plan
has borne fruit: Eksmo books is publishing a Russian edition this October.
Says Goumen: “The publisher decided to take the risk…the combination of
a noir fiction guide and brilliant literary
names made it the winning factor—the
publishers loved the book and are now
very excited about the coming launch.”
Meanwhile Sergei Kuznetsov, a film and
pop culture critic whose story “Moscow
Reincarnations” closes the anthology,
has already found representation for
one of his novels in the US: “…and I hope
to start cooperating with them on (his)
latest novel as well” adds Goumen.
And with the Moscow anthology
already three months old, Akashic continues apace with the noir series. Forthcoming titles include Haiti Noir edited
by Edwidge Danticat, Mumbai Noir edited by Altaf Tyrewala, and Lagos Noir
edited by Chris Abani.
As for Moscow, regardless of whether noir becomes popular in Russia the
city will remain supremely dark and
brimming with evil. Indeed, visitors
might be well advised to toss their Lonely Planets aside and take the Akashic
volume with them instead if they want
to get a taste of the latent violence and
macabre wickedness that lurks in almost every corner of that fascinating,
horrifying, ugly-and-yet-beautiful metropolis. •
*Zygote lit: tedious category of
books written by teenage wunderkinds,
published with much hype and then
rapidly forgotten.
A Scotsman, Daniel Kalder lived in
Moscow for ten years and now lives in
Austin, Texas. His most recent book is
Strange Telescopes, published by Overlook (US) and Faber (UK). Visit him online at www.danielkalder.com.
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Friends Without Benefits
Why Figment, a US publisher of cell phone stories for teens,
abandoned the idea of becoming the Facebook of YA fiction.
By Jacob Lewis
This is the story of how one Internet
startup decided not to be a social network.
It begins with the phenomenon of
Japanese cell phone novels, where teens,
by the millions, are reading, writing,
and sharing fiction on their cell phones.
Their stories are tangled tales of love
triangles—the kids who write these stories often use pseudonyms—and tend
to be autobiographical. Take Eternal
Dream by Mone, published in 2006 over
a three-week period. Saki, her narrator,
falls in love, learns she is not her father’s
daughter, then discovers her boyfriend
is actually her half-brother. Readers
obsessively followed and commented
as each chapter was sent out. Mone felt
connected and supported by her followers, and her readers felt an allegiance to
Mone. Stories like Eternal Dream were
published on sites that became de facto
social networks, with readers and writers sharing the stories as they unfolded.
Teenagers in the US are as hungry
for stories as they are in Japan, and together with Dana Goodyear, who wrote
about this phenomenon in The New
Yorker, we decided bring teen cell phone
novels to the American market by creating Figment. We imagined it as a social
network where fans of young-adult literature would read, write, and share fiction. It would have the clichéd structure
of a social network: profiles, messaging,
news feeds, and friends. We would be
Facebook for teen fiction.
We launched a beta site in June, but
the social part didn’t take off with it.
Some users friended one another with
trepidation. Some chose to friend everyone new on the site. Others didn’t even
acknowledge requests. We couldn’t tell
how people were picking friends, or
why they were connecting. Our clearly marked tools for engaging seemed
forced, like a nametag at a party where
you don’t feel like mingling.
Our networks on Facebook are
made up of our real world friends.
Those relationships have already been
tested and defined: by a high school kiss,
a former colleague, or a family member.
There’s an implicit understanding that
we’re just reintroducing ourselves online. But the teens on Figment aren’t
friends. They don’t have pre-existing relationships. Their interest in each other
is fleeting or non-existent.
On Figment, users, much like the
Japanese teens, come simply to read
and write. Karra, from Chicago, writes
multi-chaptered books in an abbreviated style, some of which she dashes
off while in class; Eden, from Oregon,
comments regularly on stories as they
unfold; Victoria, from New York, and
Margaret, from Los Angeles, are two of
the first members of our site. They read
and review regularly.
Many Internet startups think they
need to be social networks. We talk
about online communities as if their
mere presence guarantees success. We

all want to build a network to reinvent

a dying market. Communities of readers and writers, we hear, will save the
publishing industry. After all, there are
networks for people who love kimchi,
have asthma, ice climb in the Antarctic.
There are even rumors Google is (for
the 3rd time!) trying to launch a social
network. But we don’t live in a social
network world—we live in a social network post-apocalypse, where one behemoth stands alone.
Facebook is its own ecosystem. It
doesn’t control the market; it defines
it. If you’re trying to build a social network, it would be impossible to compete without mimicking it. That’s what
we built Figment to do for teen fiction.
But we were wrong to think that model
set the parameters for our own market.
Figment users may have fumbled with
friends, but they embraced the pleasure
of the Japanese model: they wrote; they
shared; they read; they commented;
they followed. They’re there for their
passion, not for their friendship.
Figment is not a site based on common interests or real life connections,
it is built on creation. To accommodate
that creative side, we had to dismantle
many of the social components. We’ll
admit to being a little disillusioned. We
thought we would be the Facebook for
young-adult fiction. But better yet, we’ll
just be Figment. •

Cartoon by Drew Dernavich
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Writers Submit Books, Readers Rate
Them, and a Publishing House is Born
By Amanda DeMarco
When the Sony Reader PRS-505 became available in Europe in 2008, brothers Cao Hung and Cao Thanh Nguyen
immediately saw the device’s potential
and bought some. Cao Hung Nguyen recounted, “When we showed our friends,
they said, ‘That’s very nice, but where
can I get the content?’”

At the time, German e-book availability was extremely limited. So they
decided that they would start a company to provide more content. But not
just any content; they would provide
customers with exactly what they wanted. Their alma mater, RWTH Aachen
University, supplied advice, networking, and assistance finding investors,
and in January 2010, after about a year
of development, Epidu, “Germany’s first
web-2.0 publishing house,” was founded.
When an author submits to Epidu,
readers (referred to as “scouts”) can
choose to read the book. Currently, Epidu has about 600 readers and about 300
authors. Readers can review a book, or
they can simply say if they liked it or
agree with another user’s review.
The average book ends up receiving about eight written reviews. In the
course of a month, there are 1,200 to
2,000 “scoutings,” which is when people vote to say they like a book. After a
three-month evaluation period, the five
highest-rated books are assessed by
Epidu’s editorial board, which has the
final say in who gets offered a contract.
At the Frankfurt Book Fair, Epidu is
releasing the first two books to emerge
from its selection process: Björn Willems’ Beiß mich, Käthe! (Bite me, Kate!)
and Daniel Bock’s Der weibliche Biss
(The Feminine Bite). The books will be
released as e-books, as well as traditional print books, albeit with low print-

runs. At five Euro max for e-books and
11–12 Euro for print books, Epidu’s editions will be extremely competitively
priced.
Epidu’s system has a number of
safeguards to ensure that its selection
process is as logical and legitimate as
possible. Its emphasis is on “good readers.” Long-term and highly active users
have more power than new users who
only read one book. So, if your mother
becomes an Epidu user expressly for
the purpose of giving your book a great
review, her voice will count for less
than that of someone who’s read and
reviewed several books over a period of
months.
A written review counts for more
than a short evaluation. The best scouts,
that is, readers who build up a track record of giving positive reviews to books
eventually selected for publication, will
receive a free copy or a prize. What this
all boils down to, explained Nguyen, is
that “we can guarantee that it’s fair.”
Epidu is also introducing a new “eBook Card” program at the fair. The cards,
which could be distributed by publishers as a marketing tool or sold like a
traditional book, work like vouchers: a
reader enters a code at Epidu’s eBook
Card website, and receives his or her
e-book via email. No registration is required.

The idea got a warm reception
when Epidu introduced it to publishers
at the Buch Digitale conference. “E-book
sales are not as good in Germany as in
the U.S.” said Nguyen, “German customers need something to hold in their
hands.” German consumers are already
comfortable with using vouchers (Gutscheine) for things like mobile phone
credits, so presumably they will adopt
the cards more readily than purely digital downloads. The cards would allow
e-books to be sold offline in bookshops
or other venues. “Imagine being at Starbucks and you have your mobile device.
You could buy [a book] at the counter
and read it immediately. You could sell
them on an airplane or in a train.”
Epidu is an exhibitor at the fair’s
Literature & Special Interest Hot Spot.
Nguyen’s sights are on making connections and gaining recognition, as well as
on establishing Epidu’s place in a German publishing world that can be rather insular. “We are quite young...There
is a lot of discussion in Germany about
startups. People are afraid of things that
could compete with the older model.”
Time will tell if Epidu’s readers know
what it is they want. •
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E-book Distribution

Looking at Libranda
By Emily Williams
Libranda, the digital distributor established by Spain’s three largest publishers—Planeta, Random House Mondadori, and Santillana—in partnership
with four other independents, launched
in beta this summer with ebooks from
each of the partners as well as three
client publishers, offering the titles for
sale through four major chain retailers
and ten independent booksellers. To
get a sense of how things are going as
the company moves into fully operational mode this fall, we talked to CEO
Arantza Larrauri.
There were some criticisms of Libranda at launch, mainly aimed at the
scant 2,000 titles available (though to be
fair this was the publishers’ responsibility rather than the distributor’s, and no
doubt has much to do with the fact that
publishers and agents only reached an
agreement for negotiating ebook rights
last year). However, given the fact that
they were starting from scratch, Larrauri says she is very happy with how
the launch has gone: “Considering the
technological and commercial scope of
the project and the deadlines we set for
ourselves, everything has gone according to plan. I’m particularly happy with
the integration we’ve managed between
publishers and online booksellers. We
started up on July 15th with a higher
number of publishers and retailers than
we had thought possible, given the time
limits. In terms of client management
and technological integration it’s been
a success.”

Getting Started

Larrauri knows, all the same, that
if Libranda is to fulfill its ambition to
become the world’s biggest Spanishlanguage e-book distributor, she and

A new anthology of
Russian writers under
25 should help build a
global audience
By Chad W. Post

Back in 2000, the “Debut Prize”
was established by the Pokolenie (Generation) Foundation to support Russian
writers under the age of 25. Ten years
later, the best works generated by this
competition will be made available to
English and Chinese readers.
According to Olga Slavnikova, winner of the Russian Booker Prize and
director of the Debut Prize, “The Debut inspires young Russian writers to
complete that first book. The Debut
prompts them to commit to literature
their unique experience, what might be
described as the shock of their first encounter with grown-up life.”
By setting the age limit at 25, this
prize is helping engender novels by
authors who were children when the
USSR collapsed, who escaped the Cold
War, and are coming of age in a world

her team have a lot to prove. “We have
to show the publishers and online retailers that our services add value and
meet the needs of the digital market,
both now and in the future,” she says,
“while at the same time respecting their
autonomy to negotiate agreements for
sales, promotions, etc. It’s a challenge,
and we’ll have to innovate constantly
in terms of technology and adapt to
whatever new business models emerge
in the marketplace. We’re just getting
started.”
For now, that means some impatient readers will have to wait a little
longer. “In this first phase of the launch,
the content that Libranda distributes—
including books that have rights cleared
for sale worldwide—can only be purchased from online booksellers by users in Spain,” Larrauri explains. “But the
idea behind Libranda is international
and we’re working with the publishers
to incorporate international retailers
and open up to the US and Latin American markets as soon as possible.” How
soon will that be? “2011, and it’s highly
probable we might even be ready to
take the first steps in the last quarter of
2010.”
The other readers impatient for ebook content are Spain’s sizable base
of iPhone and iPad users, and early
adopters of Amazon’s Kindle, neither
of which currently have access to Libranda’s titles. Larrauri insists this is
not a question of preference. “Libranda
is a content distributor and we will always work with whichever agents and
models the publishers need or want to
work with,” she says. “Libranda is totally neutral in that sense and will always
respond to the needs of the publishers
and the online retailers. As far as Apple
and Amazon are concerned, we feel confident that iPad and Kindle users will
be able to read ebooks from Libranda’s

How is Spain’s new e-book distributor
doing since its July launch?
partner and client publishers very soon.
Conversations are underway with both
companies with the idea of making that
a reality as soon as possible. We will
all work to make sure it happens in the
coming months.”

Front Row Seat

Just who is the woman leading this
major Spanish ebook effort? Larrauri
came up through the business side of
Bertelsmann’s Círculo de Lectores and
Librerías Bertrand, which she said prepared her well for the big task she’s
taken on with Libranda. “All my prior
professional experiences have helped
and taught me but if I had to chose one,
I’d say the two years I spent in Portugal
working for the Bertelsmann group on
a project to merge the book club with
a chain of bookstores,” Larrauri says.
“[That] forced me to respect the culture and sensibility of two very different companies and allowed me to work
horizontally and vertically across all the
departments and areas of both organizations.”
When the opportunity to head Libranda came, however, Larrauri didn’t
hesitate. “First of all, it was an exciting
challenge for me to take on the role of
CEO of a new company where everything had to be built from the ground
up,” she says,“from important tasks like
creating a team or setting up the business to the little things like looking for
office space. The idea of starting from
zero was appealing. Secondly, the heft,
the integrity and the history of the partners behind the project gave me a lot
of confidence. And last, I was thrilled
to have the opportunity to take a front
row seat, even a leadership role, in the
beginning of the ebook market in Spain.
Libranda was everything I would have
asked for because it’s a project of and

Russia’s Young,
Exportable Writers

that their parents could never have predicted. In the words of Ms. Slavnikova,
“One may say without exaggeration that
this is the most ingenuous and honest
literature in Russia since 1917, the year
of the deplorable October coup.”
Although tens of thousands of manuscripts are submitted for the award
every year, virtually none of these “ingenuous” works makes it out of Russia.
To help promote this new generation of
Russian authors, the Pokolenie Foundation is launching an international program. This year anthologies of the “Best
of the Debut Prize Winners” will appear
in both Chinese and English.
GLAS—one of the most successful
and well-respected English-language
publishers of Russian literature—recently published Squaring the Circle,
which includes pieces from Aleksei
Lukyanov, a two-time Debut Prize fi-
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nalist; Gulla Khirachev, who is mostly
known for her avant-garde children’s
tales, but won the Debut Prize in 2009
for her first work of fiction for adults;
Polina Klyukina, who was a finalist in
2008; and Olga Yelagina, who was a finalist in 2005, among others.
These pieces have been selected
from all of the winners from the past
decade. The 30,000+ entries are first
whittled down into a 100 author “shortlist,” and the 20-25 Debut finalists are
brought to Moscow for “Debut Week”—
a week of lectures, classes, talks, and
an award ceremony in which winners
in various categories receive 200,000
rubles (approx. £4,000 or $7,500).
In addition to GLAS’s Squaring the
Circle, a Chinese anthology will also be
produced. And over the next few years,
collections will appear in French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Japanese, in

Arantza Larrauri, CEO, Libranda
for the future.”
True enough, though to get to that
future, Libranda first has to navigate a
not terribly hospitable present. Asked
if she thinks the economic downturn is
having a chilling effect on slow-growing
Spanish-language ebook market, Larrauri’s response is measured. “An unfavorable and uncertain economic situation like we have today affects all the
market players, undoubtedly Libranda
as well,” she admits. “No one is immune,
but it’s too soon to know what kind of
impact it will have on ebooks. What I
will say is that, at this phase of the project, at a time when the important thing
is to develop a new market, the excitement and confidence of the public are
indispensable: it’s key that consumers
go out and try new gadgets, form new
habits, spend money on technology. If
consumers have other priorities, development will go more slowly.” •

addition to annual anthologies in English. Along with promoting Russian culture, an underlying hope is that these
anthologies will entice more foreign
publishers to bring out translations of
contemporary Russian authors. •
For more information about the
Debut Prize and these anthologies,
visit the Russian Stand at 5.0 C968.
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Are Publishers Ready to Make Movies?
Op-ed by Alex von Rosenberg

Frankfurt Storydrive jumped out at
me as particularly relevant while I was
reviewing events related to the 2010
Fair. The potential collaboration of companies dedicated to divergent areas of
the media landscape is very exciting
and long overdue. Long ago, the advent
and spread of moving pictures combined with sound created and subsequently revolutionized many industries.
When television came along, the same
occurred. Those that clung to old solutions in the face of this media were marginalized. Those that embraced it’s full
potential became giants. For whatever
reason, the explosion of Web access all
across the world over 10 years ago was
not enough for publishers to make the
connection. Publishing, quite simply, is
the acquisition, development, and distribution of content. Publishing should
serve the medium, not be a slave to it. It
appears the latest generation of mobile,
always connected, interactive devices
Photos: Bernd Hartung

has finally awoken many to the possibilities and, in fact, is begging for many
of those that publish to free themselves
from their self-imposed exile. But are
publishers truly ready for what awaits?
Early efforts in television and film
bear no resemblance to programs or
features you see today. The notion
In those early days, was that you just
take the same thing and move it to the
new medium. Sounds like an e-book
doesn’t it? For news, simply film the
person currently reading the news on
the radio. For drama, film actors on a
stage. This proved to be fairly boring to
those making the productions and even
more so to those watching. Spurred by
their imagination some visionaries began to introduce anything they could
think of to enhance the visual presentation and make a stronger connection
with the viewer. In film, things have
evolved immensely since what some
deem to be the first blockbuster studio
film Birth of a Nation in 1915 to Avatar
today. And for television it’s been the
same, where the first hit show is considered to be Texaco Star Theatre which
was simply the filming of Milton Berle’s
radio program to what the BBC recently
said is now the world’s most popular
show, CSI: Miami. For both, the innovation and expansion of the possibilities
that these visual mediums offer has
never stopped.
In the context of publishing, when I
talk about making movies I do not mean
literally converting book content to an

online film. What I mean is leveraging
the full possibility of media. No Country for Old Men is an amazing work of
fiction. Generally taking a picture of
those pages and allowing access on a
digital platform is a very reasonable experience to provide to the reader. You
would not want to distract from the
purity of Cormac McCarthy’s written
word. However, when No Country for
Old Men was made into a film hundreds
of liberties were taken. A refocused
script, costumes, actors, special effects,
lighting, various camera angles, massive
editing, sound, key grips, and millions of
dollars, are just some of the things that
transformed the written word to film.
In terms of classic fiction and some
non-fiction I believe publishers will
very much have the freedom to keep
the written word sacred and to render it
near the original book form on a widerange of elegant, portable, digital devices without hesitation or apology. That
said, there will be those across all genres
that will begin to blend media. More importantly, much of what has traditionally been communicated through print
has much less to do with the art of the
written word and much more to do with
the cut-and-dried objective of transferring knowledge, aiding learning, developing skills, or providing perspective.
So who will be the visionaries
that evolve the presentation of traditional book content to the digital media? I think the Education space is the
area most ripe for such innovation and

there are a few that are challenging the
boundaries now. Soomo Publishing created a real movie/music video morphing One Republic’s smash hit “Apologize” with the history of the Declaration
of Independence. Students were so
taken that it now has nearly 1 million
views on YouTube. Further, Soomo has a
particularly fast growing American Government “book” that ties student comprehension assessments to clips from
movies, news footage, recorded audio,
readings, and original source documents. What’s most non-traditional is
that the material is organized freely
around the topics rather than the linear
construct of a book. Companies like Kno
and Inkling are leveraging new devices
and mobile connectivity to transform
traditional books. As these types of solutions merge and evolve, the ones that
will define the future will be those that
focus on blending the best possible experience for what the reader/viewer
is seeking to accomplish without being
limited by the structure of a solution
that was developed for another place
and time. •
Alex von Rosenberg provides Consulting and Publishing Services to customers
in the Higher Education space. Most recently Alex was the Executive Director
of Sales and Marketing at Aplia. For the
4 years prior to that Alex was Editor-inchief for Business & Economics at Thomson/Cengage. In 2000, Alex founded
Atomic Dog Publishing which was sold to
Thomson Learning in 2006.
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Time

Event

Freitag
Friday

08.10.2010

08.30
–
10.00

Trade event | Meeting
Anti-Piracy Breakfast
A light breakfast will be provided. This year the
panel will address a variety of topics on digital
piracy. Pre-Registration is essential via www.
publishers.org.uk/events or email canker@
publishers.org.uk.

Organizer / Venue

Publishers Association
Association of American
Publishers
International Publishers
Association
Room Symmetrie 2
8.1

09.00
–
13.00

09.00

09.00
–
18.30

09.00
–
18.30

Interview | Conversation | Book signing
Appearance by author Thierry van Hille
Thierry van Hille will be available iscuss his
book ‚Journey of My Soul‘. By sharing his own
personal journey he hopes to make reincarnation
a common belief in Western society, because he
found proof that each one of us has an immortal
soul.

Strategic Book Rights
Sales
and Publishing

Trade event | Presentation
Demonstration of Digital Content Services &
Educational Publishing Platform
Digital content for iPad & iPhone, Interactive
Whiteboard
ebooks, ibooks
Kitaboo - ebook production and delivering
platform
Dictera - web-based, collaborative, enterprise
content authoring platform

Hurix Systems (Pvt.) Ltd

Bernstein-Verlag
Gebrüder Remmel
3.1 A174

Atypon

09.00
–
10.30

Seminar | Workshop
FSC for Newcomers
FSC Global Development offers two workshops
for printers / publishers interested in the FSC
System:
1) FSC for Newcomers
2) FSC Update for FSC Certificate Holders
The workshop “FSC for Newcomers” provides
insight in the advantages of using FSC paper
and into the accreditation process.

Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC)

Trade event | Reception | Happy Hour
Business Breakfast: Chinese Children’s Book
Market
Have a closer look at the Chinese Children’s
Book market! Find out about the cooperation
between Chinese and German Children’s Book
publishers from case studies! Meet representatives of more than 15 important Chinese
Children’s Books publishing companies! Please
register: programme@book-fair.com!

4.2 H445

Room Apropos
3.C, West

Forum Film & Media
Forum, Ebene 0

Room Entente
4.C

09.15
–
10.30

09.30
–
10.30

Trade event | Lecture
Leveraging Technology to Automate On-Line
Licensing
Web-based licensing represents compelling
revenue opportunities for content owners of
video, images, text, podcasts, blogs and more.
Learn how leading publishers are leveraging
web-based licensing solutions to generate high
margin revenue for the reuse of their content.
Colloquium | Conference
“Informal Learning: Is European Future
Dutch?”
European Educational Roundtable
Greeting of the Dutch Ambassador Marnix
Krop and discussion on the subject of informal
learning.
Trade event | Interview | Conversation
Malaysia - Navigating as the HUB in SEA for
Trade & Copyright
National Book Council of Malaysia is proud to
feature an interactive dialogue session. A not to
be missed ‘Up Close & Personal Experience’
with distinguished and learned panel speakers,
who will share insights and discuss the great
opportunities available to publishers, buyers,
translators and media

Organizer / Venue

09.30
–
09.45

Interview | Conversation
Exclusive interviews with selected STM
industry executives at the FBF
Scope eKnowledge Center, the publisher of
STM newsletter Knowledgespeak (www.knowledgespeak.com), will be conducting a series
of brief 15-minute interviews with selected
industry executives at the Frankfurt Book Fair
(6-8 October, 2010).

Scope eKnowledge Center

11.00
–
12.00

Trade event | Presentation
Miro Gavran
Translated in German, English, Spanish and
Chinese.

Verband der Verleger und
Buchhändler Kroatiens
S. Fischer Stiftung
Traduki

Interview | Conversation
What has the Malaysian Book Industry to
offer?
The Malaysian Book Industry is fast booming.
Aiming to be the hub for trade and copyright
activities in the South East Asian region, Malaysia is working very hard to lure international
players to venture into its industry and bringing
it to the next level.

National Book Council of
Malaysia

Trade event | Colloquium | Conference
1st DGI Conference and 62nd Annual Meeting
of the DGI
Semantic Web & Linked Data-Constructing
Information Infrastructures for the Future
All Lectures will take place in Hall 4.2, Room
Dimension, Brillanz and Devise. The named
conference fee ist the maximum participation
fee for the complete conference. Information on
site or on www.dgi-konferenz.de

DGI - Deutsche Gesellschaft für Informationswissenschaft und Informationspraxis e.V.

09.30
–
10.30

09.30
–
15.30

4.2 H448

5.0 E969

Forum Dialogue
6.1 E913

11.00
–
11.30

Lecture
Digital B2C Considerations
Speaker: Caroline Fortin, VP & Publisher, QA
International

11.00
–
12.00

Presentation
Bookpresentation “Tango: Anthology”
Atilio Stampone presents the book “Tango:
Anthology”.

11.00

Room Dimension
4.2

Lecture
The Brazilian Digital Market
Hosted by PublishNews
Moderated by Carlo Carrenho

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Tribute to the publisher Jacobo Peuser
With Marcela Costa Peuser, Reinhard Pabst and
Manfred Kunz.

10.00
–
10.30

Trade event | Presentation
Publish yourself with MOBILE PUBLISHING
SUITE
We place our own production tools at your
disposal, for authors and publishing houses. As
of now you can use these tools for free and you
will be able to convert mobilebooks and ebooks
for your mobile phone by yourself.

PublishNews

5.1 D975

Young Digital Planet SA

10.00
–
10.30

Presentation
NEO Books
NEO Books is the media content planning and
project management system that has been specifically designed for book publishers.

EuroPublish Software
GmbH

10.00
–
11.30

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
The Writer And The Market
The writer and the market: a dialectic that does
not give out - with Silvia Hoppenhayn, Claudia
Piñeiro and Daniel Divinsky.

Fundación Exportar

Information Management
Hot Spot
4.2 P451

Netherlands Business
Support Office
Forum Education
4.2 B1446
Malaysian National
Institute
of Translation

Language of Event:
German, English

4.2 E428

4.2 M450

Presentation | Discussion with the press
Childrens‘ Books in five languages
The publishing house “Vielflieger” presents 2
children books “Little Giraffe Guckindieluft
on safari” and ‚Little Giraffe Guckindieluft on
worldtour” in five languages (German, English,
Spanish, Japanese and French / Chinese.
Illustrated by Victor Moreno (schoolboy from
René Portocarrero).

Vielflieger Verlag
3.0 C112

11.00
–
12.00

Presentation
Artificial Intelligence in Digitization
Demonstration of how artificial intelligence
and Fuzzy Logic helps digitisation easier and
quicker

11.00
–
12.30

Trade event | Meeting
Hot Spot Tour to the Future of Publishing
A guided tour to the new Frankfurt Hot Spots
and talks with the exhibitors: Meeting Point is
at the Frankfurt Book Fair Information, Foyer
Hall 4.1. at 10.45 a.m. Please register via EEmail: hotspots@book-fair.com

Datamatics Global Services
Limited
6.0 E910

4.1 F

Language of Event:
German, English

11.00
–
12.00

Trade event | Presentation
Have a look at...Flanders
What does the book market in the Flemishspeaking region of Belgium have to offer? A
presentation of literary adaptions of Flemish
novels gives you a introduction into the small,
interesting book market.
Registration: www.buchmesse.de/en/fbf/trade_
visitors/professional_programme/bookmarkets/

Flemish Literature Fund
6.0 B940

Language of Event:
German, English

litprom - Gesellschaft zur
Förderung der Literatur aus
Afrika, Asien und Lateinamerika e.V.
Haus der Kulturen der
Welt, Berlin

11.00
–
11.30

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

EasyEPUB

Presentation
eBooks - Show me the Money
Presentation about eBooks.

10.30
–
12.00

Seminar | Workshop
FSC Update for FSC Certificate Holders
FSC Global Development offers two workshops
for printers / publishers interested in the FSC
System:
1) FSC for Newcomers
2) FSC Update for FSC Certificate Holders
The workshop “FSC Update for FSC Certificate
Holders” focusses on how to communicate FSC
and the FSC Trademark Use.

Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC)

Presentation
Looking for new Digital Opportunities, how
about Interactive Rich Media?
Presentation about new opportunities with
innovating technology which combines video,
sound and digital presentation content, to record
knowledge and information in a sustainable and
cost-efficient way.

Learning Valley

10.45
–
11.15

4.2 M438

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

10.30
–
11.00

6.1 E916

5.1 C974

11.00

6.0 D935

Colloquium | Conference | Presentation
Presentations on eContent for Education and
Technologies for Publishers
At every hour from 10 am till 4 pm at its stand
Young Digital Planet presents its outstanding
Content and Technologies and the ideas for the
market introduction.

Copyright Clearance
Center

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce Istanbul Ticaret
Odasi

Copernicus Systems +
Technology GmbH

Blackbetty Mobilmedia
GmbH
(Electronic Publishing
Professionals)

10.00
–
16.00

Reading and Discussion
Literatures of the world on the German book
market
Yet another prize and yet another list of best
titles. More confusion or genuine guidance? The
many translations published are dominated by
works from Europe and the USA. The Weltempfänger and the International Literature Award,
on the other hand, seek to raise awareness of
other continents.

Colloquium | Conference
Data flies away, paper stays: The Future of
Digital Publishing
The participants will evaluate the future trends
and expectations as regards printed publications
when compared with digital publishing in the
new millenium.
This event is organized by ITO Istanbul Chamber of Commerce.

Presentation
New online production tools
Integrated in a social network for scientists
COSIS.net provides innovative tools for
public peer review and production of scientific
journals. Connect all your authors, editors,
reviewers, productioners, media designers and
all other service providers worldwide with a
single online tool.

Fundación Exportar

Language of Event:
German, English

10.30
–
11.30

5.1 D975

11.00
–
11.20

Sparks Stage
8.0 P923

10.00
–
11.00

Fundación Exportar

Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

Participation fee € 360

10.00
–
11.00

Sparks Stage
8.0 P923

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

Personal invitation required

09.15
–
09.45

Event

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

Presentation
Demonstration of products
Atypon welcomes clients or prospective clients
to arrange for a meeting with us to demonstrate
our products.

09.15
–
10.15

Time

Language of Event:
German, English

09.00
–
18.00

Trade event | Colloquium | Conference
Just right(s): Legal Wake-up
The Film & Media Rights Centre will offer
professional presentations on the subject of
media rights. The events are free of charge. We
request that you send your binding registration
via e-mail to Nadja Mortensen,
mortensen@book-fair.com

Organizer / Venue

4.2 N456

Language of Event:
German, English

09.15
–
09.45

Event

8.0 N954

Millennium House
Presentation
World‘s Largest Book
8.0 B943
Millennium House presents the world‘s largest
book (6 ft high x 9 ft wide). EARTH Platinum
Edition will be on display for the first time ever.
Twenty years in the making, 120 contributors,
nothing like this has been produced since the
seventeenth century.
Presentation
Voices of the World in Song
Presentation of the 2010 started series of
world poetry. Volumes 1-3: Adam Mickiewicz,
Alexander Puschkin, André Bjerke.

Time

Publishing Services Hot
Spot
4.0 A1307

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English, French

11.00
–
12.00

Room Apropos
3.C, West

Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

Infotrieve GmbH
Presentation | Seminar | Workshop
How mobile is your library?
4.2 N445
Infotrieve presents its leading technology solutions: Our content and order management platforms Virtual Library™ 2.0, Virtual Library™
2.0+ and Content SCM® meet the full range of
library management needs. Live demonstrations
are available at our stand 4.2 N445. We look
forward to see you.

Trade event
Latin America: A Current Publishing Overview
Common Challenges and Joint Suvival Strategies.
Panelists: Martín Fernández Buffoni, HUM
(UY), Diego Rabasa, Sexto Piso (MX), Pilar
Gutiérrez Liano, Tragaluz (CO), Ulises Millá,
Alfa (VE), Álvaro Lasso, Estruendo Mudo
(PE) and Sergio Parra, Metales Pesados (CL),
Gabriela Massuh (Moderatorin)

Fundación Exportar
Goethe-Institut
TyPA Foundation
Clients Lounge Hall 5.1
5.1 A924/A928

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

11.20
–
11.50

Presentation
Next generation in education
The application of serious gaming in education
creates a new level playing field for schools,
teachers and students. Experiences with the
application of serious games in education will
be presented. Also the effectiveness of serious
games to train skills and knowledge will be
presented.

Games Factory Online
Netherlands Business
Support Office
Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

Time

Event

Freitag
Friday

08.10.2010

11.30
–
12.30

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
An east-west encounter: Muhammad Iqbal
Muhammad Iqbal (1877–1938) was often
compared to Goethe, with whose works he was
very familiar. He is one of South Asia’s most
important writers and thinkers and is extolled
in Pakistan as a national poet. Short readings
introduce the poet and thinker, his significance
and topicality.

Organizer / Venue

Reception | Happy Hour | Presentation
Flying SPARKS - new ways of cross-media
storytelling
Keen on discovering new forms of storytelling? Frankfurt Book Fair, Text-Manufaktur
and Jovoto present the winning teams of
their crowdsourcing contest. Publishers and
producers are invited to meet new talents and to
discover new forms of cross-media storytelling.

Event

12.30
–
13.30

Trade event
E-Book Business - Who‘s in Control?
Will the “big three” Amazon, Apple, Google be Room Entente
the only “winners” and dictate conditions in the 4.C
long run? Are there other models and players rising at the horizon? What decisions must publishers take now to shape a positive e-commerce in
the future? Register via programme@book-fair.
com!

12.45
–
13.45

Presentation
Roots – trees in the landscape of São Paulo
Visiting dozens of cities in the far corners of
São Paulo, Valdir Cruz searched tracks that
would lead to the most perfect specimens. The
images invite us to explore a little of the remaining flora of the Atlantic Forest and Cerrado,
which still constitute one of the richest biomes
on the planet.

Imprensa Oficial do Estado
Diretoria de Negocios

Interview | Conversation
The Master of Line: the world and work of
Kitty Crowther
The Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award (ALMA).
With this year‘s winner Kitty Crowther (Belgium), Erik Titusson (director ALMA) and Judith
Drews (Illustratoren Organisation). In cooperation with the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award
and the Illustratoren Organisation e.V.

Illustratoren Organisation e.V.

Südasien-Institut
Ruprecht-Karls-Universität
Heidelberg
Weltempfang - Salon
5.0 E953

Language of Event:
German, English

11.30
–
13.00

Time

Jovoto GmbH
Text-Manufaktur
Film & Media Forum,
Cine 1
Forum, Ebene 0

13.00

Language of Event:
German, English

11.30
–
12.00

11.30
–
12.30

Presentation
Techology Solutions for Mobile eReader
Applications
Bluefire Productions will present solutions for
eReader applications on mobile devices. This
presentation may be of interest to book sellers
interested in distributing digital content to iOS,
Android and Windows devices either via Bluefire branded applications or white label branded
applications.

Bluefire Productions, LLC

Presentation
Borges poeta – The Poet Borges
Presentation of the book with contributions of
the International Colloquium “Borges poeta”.
The volume collects essays of several scholars
and writers who study different aspects of
Borges’ poetry. With María Kodama, Amb. Magadalena Faillace and Prof. Alfonso de Toro.

Fundación Exportar
Universität Leipzig,
IAFSL/Institut für Romanistik

Mobile Hot Spot
6.0 D935

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

11.55
–
12.25

12.00
–
12.30

Presentation
Implementing Serious Gaming in E-Learning
Serious gaming is starting to become a known
phenomenon among HR managers. However,
many HR managers do not yet fully understand
what the true benefits of serious gaming are and
in which way serious games can be successfully
implemented in their organisations.

Ranj Serious Games

Presentation | Lecture
Bluetooth solutions for Point of Sale
Our test with one of the biggest bookstore companies in Germany was successful. The response
from the customer to download mobilebooks
via our bluetooth-terminals was better than
expected. We give you all information about this
technology.

Blackbetty Mobilmedia
GmbH
(Electronic Publishing
Professionals)

Trade event | Interview | Conversation
The second-hand Europe of translators
Translators need to gain ground in the public
arena. This is particularly true in Europe which
has produced a “secondary” or translating culture. Prospects for working on the “visibility” of
translators are presented by the organisers of the
project “Europe as a Space of Translation”.
Language of Event:
German, English

12.00
–
13.30

12.30
–
13.30

4.0 A1313

13.30
–
14.30

Verband deutschsprachiger
Übersetzer literarischer
und wissenschaftlicher
Werke e. V.
Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

Fundación Exportar

Colloquium | Conference
“Young Poetry” in Turkey
Poetry is the most developed genre in Turkish
literature. Who are the representatives of this
poetry which has such a long tradition in Turkey? What have these individuals contributed?
The participants will take these questions as a
basis for discussing “Young Poetry” in Turkey.

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
Istanbul 2010 European
Capital of Culture Agency
5.1 C974

Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

12.30
–
13.00

Presentation
Serious Games for Peacebuilding
A serious game is designed not only to be
entertaining but also to teach a real message.
With GETH²O the game, it is firstly a fun and
strategic game situated in East Africa. It also
teaches players about the dynamics of resource
management and about cooperation and mutual
support.

Trade event | Interview | Conversation
Translation gaps in Europe
The European Society of Authors presents the
first list of “translation gaps” in Europe – books
that have not yet been translated, or only rarely.
The project is also hoping to develop a library
of works the translation of which is decisive for
a shared European culture.
Presentation
Argentina and its Comics
Argentina has a very vibrant comics scene.
Artists such as Horacio Altuna, Eduardo Risso,
José Muñoz, Alberto and Enrique Breccia, Héctor Oesterheld, Maitena and Rep have created
impressive works of diversity.

Forum Dialogue
6.1 E913

3.1 W

Europäische Gesellschaft
der Autoren
Weltempfang - Salon
5.0 E953

Fundación Exportar
Comics Centre
3.0 J807

Presentation
enTourage eDGe: The World’s First Dualbook
For work or entertainment, an enTourage
dualbook brings books to life with a 9.7” E-Ink
reader that allows for annotations and attachments to your favorite texts. The Android-based
10.1” tablet has wireless connectivity to keep
you online and interactive.

enTourage Systems, Inc.

Presentation
Understanding Newtonian physics through
playing games
Jeroen van Mastrigt will illustrate his vision
on designing succesfull educational games
by presenting a case: CarKit. CarKit is a race
game that enables teens to play with the laws
of physics. Van Mastrigt will present the results
of a study validating the design approach that
underlies this game.

Hogeschool voor de Kunsten Utrecht

Trade event | Reading and Discussion
The crime writer and his translator
The crime novels of Jan Costin Wagner have
been translated into 14 languages so far. The
discussion examines how translator and author
work together, if there exist universal intercultural references and how the genre of the crime
novel can be used to reflect social wrongs and
undesirable trends.

Devices Hot Spot
8.0 L987

13.30
–
15.00

Meeting | Interview | Conversation
Rayuela Programme
Rayuela Programme: Scope and outcomes. With
Alan Pauls, Pablo De Santis, María Negroni,
María Sonia Cristoff, Ariel Magnus, Ulf Stolterfoht, Alissa Walser, Rayk Wieland, Ron Winkler
and Christoff Simon.

Time

Event

Organizer / Venue

14.00
–
15.00

Presentation | Colloquium | Conference
Nature Writing in Taiwan‘s Contemporary
Literature
Taiwan as Ilha Formosa, “the Beautiful Island”,
is famous for her rich ecological systems and
various landscapes. These become abundant
inspiration for many Taiwanese writers who
interweave literary writings with observation of
nature as human reflection on simple living in
natural surroundings.

Taipei Book Fair Foundation

14.15
–
14.45

Presentation
How innovative can educational publishing be?
How daily consumer product innovations reach
in to the market of educational publishing.
We show how simple every day consumer
innovations can have a spectacular effect on
educational publishing. How can a publisher
translate every day consumer innovations to
cross medial educational publishing?

bespeak

14.15
–
14.45

Trade event | Seminar | Workshop
Bringing efficiences to a publisher‘s value
chain
The session would highlight the methods and
processes used to integrate into a publisher’s
value chain. The steps involved from content
processing right upto fulfillment would be
discussed in context to the changing dynamics
in publishing.

Repro India Limited

14.30
–
15.00

Young Digital Planet SA
Presentation | Colloquium | Conference
Universal Curriculum Maths & Science content
4.2 D1433
in SMART Notebook
Young Digital Planet will present its outstanding
Maths & Science content and all the possibilities it gives using the SMART Notebook

14.30
–
15.00

Lecture
Digital Rights: A Minefield or an Oportunity?
Clare Painter, Rights Direction Ltd.

15.00
–
15.30

Lecture
Beyond the Hype: Digital Publishing at the
Multimedia Coalface
Speaker: Michael Bhaskar, Head of Digital,
Profile Books

15.00
–
16.00

Presentation
Tribute to Homero Manzi
Jorge Coscia presents 100 selected poems in a
bilingual edition.

Goethe-Institut Frankfurt

15.00
–
16.00
Fundación Exportar

14.00
–
19.00

14.00
–
14.30

Butterflyworks
Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

14.00

Mijn naam is Haas
Presentation
Mijn naam is Haas – interactive carousel
Education Hot Spot
presentation
4.2 C1433
The audience can actively participate in a discussion and Q&A about selected subjects related
to the Mijn naam is Haas (My name is Haas)
concept. Subjects will include, serious game
principles; technology; storytelling methods;
and more. Every topic will be introduced by a
2-3 pitch / video / demo.
Interview | Conversation | Book signing
Appearance by author Claudette Cleveland
Claudette Cleveland will be available to discuss
her novel Beneath and Beyond, a tale of the
gentle Beings that are a highly evolved spiritual
race from another universe looking for human
ambassadors.

Strategic Book Rights
Sales
and Publishing

Presentation | Discussion with the press
M.C. Escher‘s influence on the design and
content of my book.
I fell in love with the work of M.C.Escher
because of his amazing ability to think and
draw outside of the square... so when I came
to produce my book ‚The gardener‘s guide to
Growing Money Trees‘, I found myself being
unconciously drawn to photographs and design
elements with Escher-like qualities.

David Bell Garden Design

Presentation
The Image of the Turk in Hegel and Goethe
Onur Bilge Kula will talk about the concepts of
the Turk and of Islam which were once sources
of the orientalist tradition.

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism

Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

8.0 N954

Publishing Services Hot
Spot
4.0 A1307

Sparks Stage
8.0 P923

Sparks Stage
8.0 P923
Fundación Exportar
5.1 D975

Trade event | Presentation
Selfpublishing ebooks and mobilebooks with
professional tools
We place our own production tools at yours
disposal, for authors and publishing houses. As
of now you can use these tools for free and you
will be able to convert ebooks and mobilebooks
by yourself.

Blackbetty Mobilmedia
GmbH
(Electronic Publishing
Professionals)
4.0 A1313

Language of Event:
German, English

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

15.00
–
16.00

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

13.40
–
14.10

Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

15.00
–
15.30

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Forum Dialogue
6.1 E913

Language of Event:
Chinese

Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

Language of Event:
German, English

5.1 D975

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

12.30

13.00
–
13.30

13.05
–
13.35

Lecture
ePub: Producing eBooks using the Industry
Standard
James Macfarlane, President, Easypress Techno- Sparks Stage
logies (EasyEPUB)
8.0 P923
Brett Freeman, Business Development Manager,
EMEA, Aptara
Moderator: Michael Smith, Executive Director,
International Digital Publishing Forum
Reading and Discussion | Presentation
The Argentine Essay
Presentation of an Anthology of sociopolitical essays. With: Martín Granovsky, Ricardo
Forster and Patricia Kolesnicov.

13.00

Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

Language of Event:
German, English

12.00
–
13.00

13.00
–
14.00

Organizer / Venue

Trade event | Meeting
Literature of the Arab world in Prague
An opportunity to meet publishers from
Arabic-speaking countries on the occasion of
a presentation of Arabic literature for the 2011
Book World Prague international book fair and
literary festival (12 – 15 May 2011).

Svet Knihy, s.r.o.
Company of the Association of
Czech Booksellers and
Publishers

Reading | Book signing
Readings from the Himalaya - Poems from
Yuyutsu R. D. Sharma
From the book www.WayToEverest.de.
A poetic journey in the world of Nepal with
the background of the classical trekking in the
Everest area.

White Lotus Book Shop

5.0 C930

6.0 D930

Language of Event:
German, English

15.00
–
15.30

Trade event | Meeting
Specialist conversation “XML for decision
makers”
The possibilities and challenges presented by
crossmedia publishing are increasingly changing existing workflows. XML has become the
established standard for content processing. Its
introduction should be thought through as part
of an overall strategy and should not be reduced
to a technical topic.

Ursula Welsch Neue
Medien
XML-Schule

15.00
–
15.30

Trade event | Lecture
Specialist conversation “XML for decision
makers”
The possibilities and challenges presented by
crossmedia publishing are increasingly changing existing workflows. XML has become the
established standard for content processing. Its
introduction should be thought through as part
of an overall strategy and should not be reduced
to a technical topic.

Ursula Welsch Neue
Medien
XML-Schule

8.0 B945

4.2 M443

4.2 M443

Language of Event:
German, English

15.00

5.1 C974

Presentation
New webbased Book and Media Publishing
Software
Software OM WEB ERP (Publisher Version)
Language of Event:
German, English

Opeker Multimedia GBR
Im Sonnenschiff
4.2 M437

Time

Event

Organizer / Venue

Freitag
Friday

08.10.2010

15.00
–
15.30

Infotrieve GmbH
Presentation | Seminar | Workshop
How mobile is your library?
4.2 N445
Infotrieve presents its leading technology solutions: Our content and order management platforms Virtual Library™ 2.0, Virtual Library™
2.0+ and Content SCM® meet the full range of
library management needs. Live demonstrations
are available at our stand 4.2 N445. We look
forward to see you.

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Germans out in the world
How do the Germans and their culture appear
abroad? Prominent participants engaged in the
cultural sector in Latin America, Africa and
Germany will talk about their view of Germany
and the individual influence of international cultural funding and German developing workers.

Fundación Exportar

ABBYY
Presentation
FotoTranslate and dictionary software solutions
Mobile Hot Spot
ABBYY is a leading provider of document
recognition, data capture and linguistic software 6.0 D935
with more than 200 awards from international
IT magazines and testing labs.

15.15
–
15.45

Presentation
LETO the interactive school book
LETO, a global Professional solution for school
publishers to produce both their print and
interactive digital books (replica of the printed
ones) within the same process. With content
organized into flexible units, teachers can create
customized courses and lessons directly from
the ressources.

15.45
–
16.00

15.45
–
16.15

16.00
–
17.00

16.00
–
16.30

Reading and Discussion | Book signing
Palms with ink: Short Stories from the
Dominican Republic
Ediciones Cielonaranja presents the classic and
contemporary literature from the Dominican
Republic, in alternative and critical editions. We
underline his caribbean, multicultural, festive
content. A special book: “Sun and Doors: Short
Stories from the Dominican Republic”.

Ediciones Cielonaranja

16.45
–
17.15

Trade event | Lecture
Digital Transformation with MarkLogic Server
See how today‘s leading publishers are using
MarkLogic Server to speed the creation of
information products. From helping streamline
workflows and aggregate content to smart
delivery solutions for digital products, content
syndication and mobile, MarkLogic Server lets
create tools and products.

MarkLogic Corporation

17.00
–
18.00

Presentation
Mapin@25 Showcase
Presenting 25 years of publishing illustrated
books on art and culture of India—showcasing
visual arts, architecture, photography, crafts
and children’s books. Display of selected titles
that represent publishing quality, international
acclaim and path-breaking documentation. Meet
the publisher.

Mapin Publishing (Pvt.)
Ltd.

17.00
–
17.30

Presentation
My husband and me, me and my wife
Marriage and being naked, one in front of the
other and with one another, this is the subject
Argentinean photographer Nicolas Ferrando is
dealing with in a rather surprising way, digitally
interweaving the bodies of the lovers and thus
blurring the differences between man and
woman.

Edition Lammerhuber

17.00
–
18.00

Presentation | Press conference
Adàn Buenosayres, Leopoldo Marechal
Presentation of the book “Adán Buenosayres”

Vallecchi S.p.A.

17.00
–
17.30

Trade event
Custom Publishing Made Easy with XML
codeMantra has developed a Custom Publishing
Module within its collectionPoint™ platform
(a DAM/digital warehouse) using XML and
the MarkLogic Server. This fortified server
platform combines the power XQuery and XML
dBase technologies with traditional PDF and
word archives.

codeMantra LLC

17.00
–
17.45

Reception | Happy Hour | Presentation
International Congress of Young Booksellers:
Innovate. Or die.
This year´s ICYB Presentation and Happy Hour
at Frankfurt Book fair young Booksellers will
report new ideas developed at the International
Congress of Young Booksellers (ICYB) in
Belgium as well as general information about
this young booksellers´ network.

Börsenverein des
Deutschen Buchhandels Landesverband NordrheinWestfalen e.V.
Forum Zukunft des Börsenvereins des Deutschen
Buchhandels

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Tango: Passion and poetry
With Leopoldo Brizuela, María Moreno and
Elsa Osorio. Tribute to Homero Manzi: Tango
show with Lidia Borda.

Fundación Exportar

16.00
–
17.00

Room Entente
4.C

Copernicus Systems +
Presentation
Technology GmbH
Innovative business models for STM and HSS
publishers
4.2 M438
COSIS.net – a social network for scientists
– provides tools for networking, peer review,
publishing, conference management, and administration for associations. Serve your customers
in multiple ways!
Presentation
Video production: how to get best value for
money
Video education, e-learning, cross-media, book
trailers: what are the most important aspects to
consider when deciding how to obtain the best
video production possible within your budget?
We will present examples of videos and virtual
sets.

Autori Multimediali SAS

Trade event | Colloquium | Conference
Against the Grain: Producers of Thought
The hegemonic circulation of thought from
North to South. The specific situation of
English. The quality and the issues discussed
in the South.
Carlos Díaz (Editorial Siglo XXI, AR), Anke
Simon (Geisteswissenschaften International),
Bill Swainson (Bloomsbury), Gabriela Massuh
(Moderator)

Fundación Exportar
Goethe-Institut
TyPA Foundation

Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

5.1 D975

Colloquium | Conference
The Role of the Ottoman Empire in the Making
of the Modern World
Erhan Afyoncu will talk about the role of the
political and religious policies in the shaping of
today’s modern world.
Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
Metropolitan Municipality
Culture Co. Publishing
Istanbul Kültür ve Sanat
Ticaret
5.1 C974

Korean Publishers Association
6.1 C905

16.15
–
16.45

Reading
How to create an eBook for free
Tanaka-san from Tokyo will simplify the complex digital book world. Actually you can create
an eBook with a little skill and knowledge at
NO cost! After this 30 minutes lecture, you will
know what you should do now for a long lasting
income.

KantanSystems.com

16.30
–
17.00

Trade event | Presentation
e-jump! – mobile book-App “deluxe” for
iPhone and Android
You want more than a 1:1 copy of your book?
Create your iPhone- or Android-App by yourself
with e-jump! Our CMS-Backend allows updating in realtime, interactive, multimedia for your
books, your publishing program or for whatever
you want it.

Blackbetty Mobilmedia
GmbH
(Electronic Publishing
Professionals)
Sic-Software GmbH

Publishing Services Hot
Spot
4.0 A1307

4.0 A1313

Language of Event:
German, English

Jouve
Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

Trade event | Presentation
Have a look at...Korea
Korean publishers have been active buyers of
foreign copyrights. Since the beginning of the
new millennium, they have been also providing
publishers with quality contents, in particular
children‘s books.
Registration: http://www.buchmesse.de/en/
fbf/trade_visitors/professional_programme/
bookmarkets/
Language of Event:
German, English

16.30
–
16.45

Interview | Conversation
Exclusive interviews with selected STM
industry executives at the FBF
Scope eKnowledge Center, the publisher of
STM newsletter Knowledgespeak (www.knowledgespeak.com), will be conducting a series
of brief 15-minute interviews with selected
industry executives at the Frankfurt Book Fair
(6-8 October, 2010).

16.30
–
18.00

Trade event | Interview | Conversation
“Travel agencies for literature”
Representatives of international translation
funding organisations talk about their work,
introduce new projects and discuss possibilities
for international networking.

16.30
–
17.30

Performance
JUKWAANI – Nairobi
The art of storytelling in performance poetry:
as an Elysée project backed by the FrancoGerman Fund 2010, poetic rhythms from the
Nairobi JUKWAANI poetry festival are brought
“on stage” by poets from Africa, France and
Germany.

Scope eKnowledge Center

16.30
–
17.00

16.30
–
17.30

16.30
–
17.30

Presentation
The age of touch: Is your content relevant in
the 21st century classroom
How publishers can differentiate their content
by adding interactivity and automating
assessment data capture. Discussion about
proven strategies for revenue growth that use
platform-agnostic content delivery systems,
making content ubiquitous across many leading
interactive whiteboard brands.
Reading and Discussion
Becoming a God - Success of mythological
fiction from India
The first book of a trilogy is about Shiva – The
Destroyer of Evil. The Immortals of Meluha, based in the times of the Indus Valley Civilisation,
chronicles Shiva’s journey from a rough hewn,
pot-smoking Tibetan tribal to the extraordinary
warrior leader of the Meluhans who came to be
known as a God
Colloquium | Conference
The Educational Book Market in Iran
Iran’s population reached 73 million in 2008.
More than two thirds of the Iranians are under
the age of 30, and the literacy rate stands above
80%. This panel discussion will give an insight
into the educational book market in Iran and its
growing demand for foreign educational and
academic titles.

17.00
–
18.30

4.2 H448

Language of Event:
English, Spanish

Information Management
Hot Spot
4.2 P451

6.0 D920

Room Europa 2
4.0

Room Kontrast
3, Via Ost

Publishing Services Hot
Spot
4.0 A1307

Forum Future
4.0 D1352

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

17.30
–
18.30

17.30
–
18.00
Goethe-Institut Frankfurt
Institut français
d‘Allemagne
Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

Fundación Exportar
5.1 D975

Reading and Discussion
Evening Nepali Poems - Poetry with Yuyutsu
Yuyutsu read from the new Nepal Trilogie three
selected poems. German simultaneous translation. Open discussion. www.yuyutsu.de - www.
waytoeverest.de

White Lotus Book Shop
6.0 D930

Language of Event:
German, English

18.00

SMART Technologies
Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

Trade event | Reception | Happy Hour
“START” - Our Paper, Your Books
Cartiere del Garda will be waiting for you to
present you the book “START” printed on all
our papers, ideal for every elegant and creative
publishing work. START is a flow, taking the
reader along a path of sensations that only the
printed page can provide.

Samstag
Saturday

09.10.2010

09.00

Trade event | Presentation
Demonstration of Digital Content Services &
Educational Publishing Platform
Digital content for iPad & iPhone, Interactive
Whiteboard
ebooks, ibooks
Kitaboo - ebook production and delivering
platform
Dictera - web-based, collaborative, enterprise
content authoring platform

GBO (German Book
Office) New Delhi
Clients Lounge Hall 6.0
6.0 E917

Cartiere del Garda SPA
4.0 D1336

Hurix Systems (Pvt.) Ltd
4.2 N456

09.00
–
18.30

Millennium House
Presentation
World‘s Largest Book
8.0 B943
Millennium House presents the world‘s largest
book (6 ft high x 9 ft wide). EARTH Platinum
Edition will be on display for the first time ever.
Twenty years in the making, 120 contributors,
nothing like this has been produced since the
seventeenth century.

09.00
–
18.30

Presentation
Voices of the World in Song
Presentation of the 2010 started series of
world poetry. Volumes 1-3: Adam Mickiewicz,
Alexander Puschkin, André Bjerke.

International Publishers
Association
Forum Education
4.2 B1446

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
The novel in the history
The novel in the history and the history in the
novel - a discussion with Vlady Kociancich and
Carlos Gamerro.
Language of Event:
Spanish, English

Weltempfang - Salon
5.0 E953

Language of Event:
German, English, French

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

16.00

5.0 D933

Language of Event:
German, Spanish

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

15.15
–
15.45

Trade event | Presentation
The Many Options of Going Green in
Publishing
Identifying the pathway of sustainability in the
publishing sector is the goal of this afternoon
session. Going Green in Publishing will explore
best practices and new ideas that go beyond
using FSC-certified papers. Please register via
programme@book-fair.com.

Organizer / Venue

Language of Event:
German, English

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

15.30
–
16.30

Event

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Unknown and sexy: Young Peruvian literature A mini publishing boom.
Clients Lounge Hall 5.1
For the first time since the 70s, Peru has
5.1 A924/A928
brought up an outstanding young generation
of joined authors and editors who managed to
catch international attention for their literary
creativity and freshness. This round table shows
why Peruvian fiction might be Latin America’s
publishing highlight.

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Women And Power In Argentine Literature
Women and power in two hundred years of
Argentine literature.
With Graciela Aráoz, Ana María Shua, Luisa
Valenzuela and Elsa Drucaroff.

Time

Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen e.V. (ifa)

Language of Event:
Spanish

15.00
–
16.30

Organizer / Venue

White Lotus Book Shop
Meeting | Book signing
Book signing of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
6.0 D930
Everest, Helambu
Book signing of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
Everest, Helambu. Making of, History and
Background of the coffee table book and poems.
Author and photographer at site. Prior: www.
WayToEverest.de, www.AroundAnnapurna.de.

Language of Event:
German, English

15.00
–
16.00

Event

16.00
–
17.00

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English, French

15.00
–
16.00

Time

Language of Event:
German, English

Bernstein-Verlag
Gebrüder Remmel
3.1 A174

Time

Event

Samstag
Saturday

09.10.2010

09.00
–
18.00

Presentation
Demonstration of products
Atypon welcomes clients or prospective clients
to arrange for a meeting with us to demonstrate
our products.

09.30

Presentation | Seminar | Workshop
“Historical Eyüp Toys” - Toys Bridging Past to
the Future
Do we know how these toys were produced? We
will explore this together while observing the
production of historical Eyup toys.

Organizer / Venue

Time

Event

Atypon

11.00
–
12.00

White Lotus Book Shop
Book signing | Meeting
Launch of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
6.0 D930
Everest, Helambu
Launch of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
Everest, Helambu. Making of, History and
Background of the coffee table book and poems.
Author and photographer at site. Prior: www.
WayToEverest.de, www.AroundAnnapurna.de..

4.2 H445

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Argentine Children‘s Literature
Adela Basch presents a Children‘s Literature
Anthology. Participating authors: Ana María
Shua, María Teresa Andruetto und Jorge
Accame.

11.00

Forum Children‘s Books
3.0 K389

Fundación Exportar
5.1 D975

11.00
–
14.15

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

10.00
–
11.00
10.00
–
16.00

10.00
–
11.00

Reading
Read Me ...
I Am Magical”

Colloquium | Conference | Presentation
Presentations on eContent for Education and
Technologies for Publishers
At every hour from 10 am till 4 pm at its stand
Young Digital Planet presents its outstanding
Content and Technologies and the ideas for the
market introduction.
Reading and Discussion
Reading & Interaction with Bulbul Sharma
Author of Eating Women: Telling Tales (Zubaan
Publishing). This book is a collection of tales:
A young woman, who, neglected by her rakish
husband, decides to ‚kill him with kindness‘ and
stuff him with food, another cooks manically...

Presentation
“Kill Your Darlings”
Extract of the Exhibition and Book-Project of
the Photographers‘ Group “Kill Your Darlings”.
Language of Event:
German, English

Ute Noll, On Photography
& Illustration

Hochschule für Künste,
Bremen

10.00
–
16.00

Lecture
New Talent Illustrators Day
Lectures about the illustrators business.

11.00
–
14.00

Reading and Discussion
Leopoldo Marechal: Adán Buenosayres
Leopoldo Marechal and the Latin American
avant-garde: the construction of a new language
in the Argentin novel.
Panelists: Camilla Cattarulla (Rome), Marta
Lucìa Nesta (Houston) und Marìa Rosa Lojo
(Buenos Aires).
Moderation: Claudio Ongaro Haelterman

11.00
–
11.30

11.00
–
12.00

11.30
–
12.30

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

10.30
–
11.30

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Women’s rights, men’s roles in Turkey
Male identities are being questioned, the desire
for female self-determination is the subject of a
magically interwoven poetry. What’s happening
in the conflict between modernisation and the
ideology of Islam? Is the social emancipation of
women and men ambition or reality?
Language of Event:
German, Turkish

10.30
–
11.00

11.00
–
12.00

Presentation
Introducing the New Britannica Kids Apps
Britannica presents a cool new way for kids 8+
to learn with Britannica Kids Apps for iPhone,
iPod and iPad. For cool mums, hip dads,
on-the-ball teachers and satisfied kids, these
interactive, curriculum-based apps are safe,
appropriate and fun for the whole family and
fantastic for homework help.

VS - Verband Deutscher
Schriftsteller in ver.di
Bundesverwaltung Resort 4
Kunst und Kultur
Auswärtiges Amt Referat
Medien und Kulturprogramme (Ref. 602)

11.30
–
13.00

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941
Encyclopædia Britannica
Mobile Hot Spot
6.0 D935

Fundación Exportar
Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Roberto Arlt: Another city for another literature
Discussion with Carlos Gamerro, Juan Sasturain 5.1 D975
and Elsa Drucaroff.

Interview | Conversation
Conversation
“Read Me - I Am Magical” related conversation

Colloquium | Conference
“Young Short Story” in Turkey
How has the short story developed since the
year 2000? Which names stand out? Have they
contributed new approaches to Turkish literature? The participants will discuss the “Young
Short Story” in Turkey.

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
Istanbul 2010 European
Capital of Culture Agency

Interview | Conversation
5-Minutes Talks
Short presentations by experts from the photography and publishing industries.

Lecture
Premiering an Biblical Content Platform
The centerpiece in their digital publishing
strategy, an online platform connecting various
books, reference materials, and media to the
Bible. Through this new publishing platform,
users don‘t just build a library of content, they
can explore more with each new title added.
Press conference
Closing press conference of the Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Speakers: Representatives of the organisation
committee Argentina as well as the Book Fair
director Juergen Boos

Centre for Photography
4.1 Q533

12.00
–
12.15

Presentation
Geotagging: a new approach to literature
research
COSIS.net is a social network for scientists
now providing geotags for publications/research
data supporting e.g. geoscientists, biologists,
archeologists and other field researchers in
interdisciplinary research. For all places they
see data from different disciplines in a map at a
single glance.

12.00
–
13.00

Reading and Discussion
Turkey today: positions and points of view
Where is Turkey heading and what role can
literature play in the process? What is the
significance of literature and its creators in how
the nation sees itself? What topics are raised,
what impetus is given and which boundaries are
being pushed?

Interview | Conversation
Louis-Philippe Dalembert and Beate Thill
Louis-Philippe Dalembert is a globetrotter and
literary buccaneer, living a global life not least
in his poems and novels. But how does a translator cope when an author’s French is mixed up
with Creole and the traces of his vagabond life
permeate his language?

12.30
–
13.30

12.30
–
13.45

13.00
–
13.30

Reception | Happy Hour | Presentation
Flying SPARKS - new ways of cross-media
storytelling
Keen on discovering new forms of storytelling?
Frankfurt Book Fair, Text-Manufaktur and
Jovoto present the winning teams of their crowdsourcing contest. Publishers and producers are
invited to meet new talents and to discover new
forms of cross-media storytelling.

11.30
–
12.30

Reading and Discussion
Reading & Interaction with Mita Kapur
Author of The F-Word (Harper Collins India).
The F-Word is a madcap account of a working
woman who spends all day - and sometimes,
most of the night--juggling family, friends, long
distance phone calls and food.
Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Borges and Iceland of the great concave
memory
Dialogue between María Kodama and Guðbergur Bergsson.

Reading | Presentation
Short Stories From Argentina
Guillermo Martínez and Nicole Witt peresents
an Argentine short story anthology.
With Vicente Battista, Silvina Friera, Leopoldo
Brizuela and Nicole Witt.

5.0 B953

Fundación Exportar
5.1 D975

Seminar | Workshop
Serious games for science education: the next
level
What is the (future) potential of games for
science education and communication, what is
their potential for (entertainment-, science- and
entertainment-) publishers?
Please register on www.buchmesse.de/bildungskongress
Trade event | Presentation
Selfpublishing ebooks and mobilebooks with
professional tools
We place our own production tools at your
disposal, for authors and publishing houses. As
of now you can use these tools for free and you
will be able to convert ebooks and mobilebooks
by yourself.

Utrecht School of the Arts
Netherlands Business
Support Office Frankfurt
am Main
Fantasie 1, Room
Congress Center, Ebene C3
Blackbetty Mobilmedia
GmbH
(Electronic Publishing
Professionals)
4.0 A1313

Copernicus Systems +
Presentation | Lecture
Technology GmbH
Creating leading OA journals by Open Peer
Review
4.2 M438
Open (Public) Peer Review eliminates the
weaknesses of present peer review: plagiarism,
inferior reviews, and most other scientific fraud.
COSIS.net is a successful, high performing
system offering also production and publication
- and provides all the needs of eScience and
scientific communities.

13.00
–
14.00

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Poetry and politics
Does poetry flourish in times of crisis?
Particularly at times of severe repression, is it
not poetry that can express hope and a sense of
identification for the maltreated? But isn’t it
also said: “Political song, terrible song”? Three
poets read poems and discuss these questions.

Weltempfang - Salon
5.0 E953

litprom - Gesellschaft zur
Förderung der Literatur aus
Afrika, Asien und Lateinamerika e.V.
ICORN International Cities
of Refuge Network
Shahrazad – Geschichten
fürs Leben
Weltempfang - Salon
5.0 E953

Jovoto GmbH
Text-Manufaktur

13.30
–
15.00

Film & Media Forum,
Cine 1
Forum, Ebene 0

14.00

GBO (German Book
Office) New Delhi

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Colloquium | Conference
Literature Conquers Borders
We can observe nowadays how a book written
in any language can be published practically
simultaneously in different languages and in different countries. The authors will take their own
experiences as a point of departure and discuss
their personal views on this topic.

Fundación Exportar
Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
5.1 C974

Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

Clients Lounge Hall 6.0
6.0 E917
Fundación Exportar

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
200 years of Argentine poetry
History and aesthetics of 200 years of Argentine
poetry.
Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

14.00
–
16.00

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English
Alinka Rutkowska

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

13.00
–
13.20

Room Europa 1
4.0

Language of Event:
German, English

11.30
–
12.30

Unionsverlag
Robert Bosch Stiftung

Language of Event:
German, English

Fundación Exportar

Berliner Künstlerprogramm
des DAAD

4.2 M438

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

LifeWay Christian
Resources
ECPA - Evangelical
Christian Publishers
Association
Literature & Special
Interest Hot Spot
3.1 L681

Copernicus Systems +
Technology GmbH

Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

Ute Noll, On Photography
& Illustration

Centre for Photography
4.1 Q533

5.1 C974

Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

Language of Event:
German, French

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

11.00
–
12.00

12.00

Illustratoren
Organisation e.V.

Language of Event:
German, English

Fundación Exportar
Vallecchi Verlag
Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Language of Event:
German, English

Language of Event:
German, English

Language of Event:
German, English

10.00
–
11.30

Association of Educational
Publishers
Encyclopedia Britannica
Akademischer Lexikadienst
Pearson Foundation

11.00
–
16.00

Ute Noll, On Photography
& Illustration

Centre for Photography
4.1 Q533

Organizer / Venue

Comics Centre
3.0 J807

Aiptek International GmbH
Presentation
Introducing coloured e-reader for children –
Devices Hot Spot
AIPTEK Story Book InColor
Children love story telling. AIPTEK Story Book 8.0 L987
InColor is a coloured e-reader for picture books
which combines the illustrations of classic
children books (image) with narration and music
(sound). Its new form creates a new experience
of story telling and reading.

GBO (German Book
Office) New Delhi

Centre for Photography
4.1 Q533
Performance | Presentation
New Talent Photographers Day + PortfolioWalk
Outstanding young photographers, who have
been recommended by university professors
and photo experts, will present their portfolios
to editiors of photobooks, calendars, and to
photography agencies.

Presentation | Colloquium | Conference
The Innovations in Education Showcase
This fast-paced 3-hour program explores
breakthrough products and technology that are
expanding the boundaries of teaching, learning
and publishing. Session includes a panel presentation and a 90-minute demonstration featuring
educational products on the leading edge of
innovation.

Panini Comics

11.00
–
11.30

4.2 E428

Clients Lounge Hall 6.0
6.0 E917

Event

Education Hot Spot
4.2 C1433

Young Digital Planet SA

Personal invitation required

10.00
–
16.00

Seminar | Workshop | Book signing
How to draw The Simpsons
A very special art workshop with The Simpsons
creative director Bill Morrison and the living
legend from America’s MAD magazine Sergio
Aragonés.

Alinka Rutkowska
5.0 B953

Time

Language of Event:
English, German

Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

10.00
–
11.00

Organizer / Venue

Book signing
Poemas De Los Himalayas
Yuyutsu‘s bilingual Spanish/English Poetry
Collection. Translated into Spanish with an
Introduction by Veronica Aranda. Published by
Cosmopoeticia, Cordoba, Spain

White Lotus Book Shop
6.0 D930

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

14.00
–
16.00

Book signing
Little Giraffe Guckindieluft on worldtour
The children‘s art book „Little Giraffe
Guckindieluft on Worldtour“ (redesign in five
languages).
Language of Event:
Chinese, German, Spanish, English, French

Vielflieger Verlag
3.0 C112

Time

Event

Samstag
Saturday

09.10.2010

14.00
–
14.30

Reading and Discussion
Ingrid Betancourt
Ingrid Betancourt talks to Susanne Mayer (DIE
ZEIT) about her new book “There is No Silence
That Does Not End” (Droemer).

Organizer / Venue

Time

Event

Organizer / Venue

Time

Event

Interview | Conversation
Conversation
“Read Me - I Am Magical” related conversation

Alinka Rutkowska

Sonntag
Sunday

10.10.2010

Die Zeit

16.00
–
17.00

09.00

16.00

Colloquium | Conference
MY ISTANBUL...
Istanbul continues to be a city which acts as a
melting pot for different cultures and religions.
The participants will look at these characteristics of Istanbul, each one from his/her own
perspective.

Trade event | Presentation
Demonstration of Digital Content Services &
Educational Publishing Platform
Digital content for iPad & iPhone, Interactive
Whiteboard
ebooks, ibooks
Kitaboo - ebook production and delivering
platform
Dictera - web-based, collaborative, enterprise
content authoring platform

3.1 D101

Language of Event:
German, English

14.00

Book signing
Don Rosa signs his works
Book-Signing with Disney Star-Artist
Don Rosa.
Language of Event:
German, English

14.00
–
14.45

Performance
The variety of the Muslim headscarf (carsaf)
Wearing the headscarf for religious reasons and
feeling for fashion do not exclude each other.
This guidebook offers more than 50 different
styles of tying and wearing. The techniques are
demonstrated in a performance.

Egmont International
Holding A/S
Ehapa Comic Collection
EGMONT Verlagsgesellschaften mbH
3.0 F174
Eulenspiegel. Das Neue
Berlin
Verlags GmbH
Allpart Media GmbH
Imzadi Couture

San Luis Libros
Presentation | Interview | Conversation
Germán Ave Lallemant: a German Marxist who
Clients Lounge Hall 5.1
worked in San Luis
5.1 A924/A928
Native of Lübeck, make to rescue, an contribution on nature, economy and society in XIX
century.
Their texts construct an essential plot, for the
evolution and the scientific knowledge of our
century.
Republished by the Program San Luis Book.
Language of Event:
Spanish, English

14.30
–
15.30

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Theatre‘s Memory
A discussion with Lola Arias, Rafael Spregelburd, Osvaldo Quiroga and two German writers.

Fundación Exportar

16.00
–
17.00

16.30
–
17.30

14.30
–
15.30

Trade event | Reading and Discussion
Franco-German reading from “Le tiroir à
cheveux”
For ten years now, the Georges Arthur Goldschmidt programme has been sponsoring young
German and French literary translators. The
reading is followed by a discussion on the way
translators, authors and editors work together.
Language of Event:
German, French

Deutsch-Französisches
Jugendwerk
Bureau International de
l’Edition Française

16.45
–
18.00

17.00
–
18.00

Reading and Discussion
“Read Me - I Am Magical”
“Read Me - I Am Magical” reading and
discussion

Alinka Rutkowska

15.00
–
16.00

Reading | Book signing
Maggie Stiefvater presents “Nach dem
Sommer”
Grace and Sam are the ultimate couple of the
new century. Maggie Stiefvater is the shootingstar of American literature. Look forward to the
Interview with the author and Margarete von
Schwarzkopf and to the german voices of Grace
and Sam: Annina Braunmiller and Max Felder

Loewe Verlag GmbH

5.0 B953

3.0 G340

17.00
–
18.15

17.00
–
18.30

Reading and Discussion
Tallinn – European Capital of Culture 2011
How to avoid feeling hung-over after the party
year: The concept of culture capitals puts
chosen locations in the spotlight of interest
for a whole year. With considerable effort and
at great expense, those in charge endeavour
to respond to this attention with an attractive
programme.

15.00
–
16.30

Deutsches Kulturforum
östliches Europa e.V.

17.15
–
18.00

17.30
–
18.30

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

Presentation | Seminar | Workshop
Serious Games for knowledge transfer and
motivated learning
Serious gaming is an important innovation
for learning. However, many education professionals do not fully see the true benefits of
serious gaming yet. This presentation explains
the added value of games for both students and
teachers.
Please register on www.buchmesse.de/bildungskongress
Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Juan Gelman in Dialogue
With the journalists Martín Granovsky and
Osvaldo Quiroga, and the audience.

Reading and Discussion
Football meets Culture: The Dreamteam
The Argentinian author Sergio Olguín reads
from his novel “The Dreamteam” and motivates
children from the Football meets Culture project
in Frankfurt to read and play football.
In the LitCam live! in Halle 4.0 Foyer

Malaysian National
Institute
of Translation

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
The children and the parents of remembrance
Discussion with Félix Bruzzone, Laura Alcoba,
Analía Argento, Estela de Carlotto and Ulises
Gorini.

Fundación Exportar

Forum Dialogue
6.1 E913

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Reading and Discussion | Presentation
Disappeared Writers From Argentina
Mario Goloboff presents the “Anthology of the
disappeared writers” with Silvina Friera and
Eduardo Jozami.

Reading and Discussion
Evening Nepali Poems - Poetry with Yuyutsu
Yuyutsu read from the new Nepal Trilogie three
selected poems. German simultaneous translation. Open discussion. www.yuyutsu.de - www.
waytoeverest.de

09.00
–
18.30

Presentation
Voices of the World in Song
Presentation of the 2010 started series of
world poetry. Volumes 1-3: Adam Mickiewicz,
Alexander Puschkin, André Bjerke.

Bernstein-Verlag
Gebrüder Remmel
3.1 A174

Language of Event:
German, English
TRADUKI
Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

09.00
–
18.00

Presentation
Demonstration of products
Atypon welcomes clients or prospective clients
to arrange for a meeting with us to demonstrate
our products.

Atypon

09.00
–
17.30

Presentation
Illustrators Market
On Sunday illustrators show and sell original
illustrations, non-book-products and their own
publications.

Illustratoren Organisation e.V.

Netherlands Business
Support Office Frankfurt
am Main
Bespeak
Room Illusion 3
Congress Center, Ebene C3

Language of Event:
German, English

10.00
–
10.30

Vallecchi S.p.A.
Room Effekt
3.C, Ost

Ranj Serious Games
Netherlands Business
Support Office Frankfurt
am Main
Room Fantasie 2
Congress Center, Ebene C3

Book signing
Book-Signing
The author, Petra Fohrmann, will sign her new
book titled “Jutta Kleinschmidt - Frau lenkt
besser, als Mann denkt”. Jutta Kleinschmidt
is the only female winner of the famous rallye
Paris-Dakar.

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

10.00
–
11.00

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Griselda Gambari In Dialogue
Dialogue with two journalists and the audience.
With Patricia Kolesnikov and Halima Tahan.

4.0

Centre for Photography
4.1 Q533
Fohrmann Verlag
Inh. Dr. Petra Fohrmann
3.0 G309

Fundación Exportar
5.1 D975

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

10.00
–
11.00

Reading and Discussion
“Read Me - I Am Magical”
“Read Me - I Am Magical”

Alinka Rutkowska

10.00

Book signing
Don Rosa signs his works
Book-Signing with Disney Star-Artist
Don Rosa.

Egmont International
Holding A/S
Ehapa Comic Collection
EGMONT Verlagsgesellschaften mbH

Language of Event:
German, English
LitCam
gemeinnützige Gesellschaft
mbH

4.2 H445

Language of Event:
German, English, French

Fundación Exportar

10.00
–
11.30

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
2.0 Literature: The new concerns
Discussion with Samanta Schweblin, Fabián
Casas, Gustavo López, Ariel Magnus and Félix
Bruzzone.

5.0 B953

3.0 F174
Fundación Exportar
Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English
Fundación Exportar
5.1 D975

10.30
–
11.30

White Lotus Book Shop

Reading | Interview | Conversation
Europe: more mixed, more Islamic – and
shut off
“Multicultural” Europe reveals itself with “new”
literature, “migrant” authors are looking everywhere for their place in the literary world. What
are their concerns and what are they writing?
How do they assess the growing significance
in Europe of xenophobia and hostility towards
Islam?
Language of Event:
German, English, French

6.0 D930

litprom - Gesellschaft zur
Förderung der Literatur aus
Afrika, Asien und Lateinamerika e.V.
ICORN International Cities
of Refuge Network
Institut français
d‘Allemagne
Shahrazad – Geschichten
fürs Leben
Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

11.00
–
12.00

Language of Event:
German, English

17.45
–
18.30

4.2 N456

Millennium House
Presentation
World‘s Largest Book
8.0 B943
Millennium House presents the world‘s largest
book (6 ft high x 9 ft wide). EARTH Platinum
Edition will be on display for the first time ever.
Twenty years in the making, 120 contributors,
nothing like this has been produced since the
seventeenth century.

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

17.30
–
18.00

Presentation
MAK YUNG an ancient Malaysian Malay
theatre form
MAK YUNG is an ancient theatre form created
by Malaysia’s Malay communities which
combines acting, music, gestures and elaborate
costumes. Specific to the villages of Kelantan in
northwest Malaysia, MAK YUNG is performed
as entertainment or for ritual purposes related to
healing practices.

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

Presentation | Press conference
Marcelo Gullo
Presentation of the book “La costruzione del
Potere”

Hurix Systems (Pvt.) Ltd

09.00
–
17.30

Language of Event:
German, Spanish

Language of Event:
German, English

15.00
–
17.15

Lecture
Hair Level XL: cross medial learning for
hairdressers
Hair Level XL is an innovative way of publishing where all actors are joint together via the
same educational principles. It’s possible to
create a learning environment for every student
without losing the broader qualification context.
Please register on www.buchmesse.de/bildungskongress

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

Language of Event:
German, English

15.00
–
16.00

Reading and Discussion
How can a website get inside people’s heads?
Literary festivals, PEN centres and the independent Internet portals based in Southeast Europe
are increasingly important as spaces for critical
thinking. Authors discuss the implications of
these activities at a time when political change
is still a work in progress in Southeast Europe.

Language of Event:
English, Spanish

Weltempfang - Salon
5.0 E953

15.00
–
16.00

White Lotus Book Shop
Meeting | Book signing
Book signing of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
6.0 D930
Everest, Helambu
Book signing of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
Everest, Helambu. Making of, History and
Background of the coffee table book and poems.
Author and photographer at site. Prior: www.
WayToEverest.de, www.AroundAnnapurna.de.

Language of Event:
German, English

Language of Event:
Spanish, English
Young Digital Planet SA
Presentation | Colloquium | Conference
Universal Curriculum Maths & Science content
4.2 D1433
in SMART Notebook
Young Digital Planet will present its outstanding
Maths & Science content and all the possibilities it gives using the SMART Notebook.

5.1 C974

Language of Event:
German, English

5.1 D975

14.30
–
15.00

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
Istanbul 2010 European
Capital of Culture Agency

Language of Event:
German, English, Turkish

4.1 C102

Language of Event:
German, Turkish

14.00
–
15.00

5.0 B953

Organizer / Venue

Reception | Happy Hour
Happy Hour Eastern Europe
Reception with music from Hotel Ost, a fanciful
mix of violin and accordion, drums and tuba,
contrabass and clarinet.

Regionalgruppe Mittel-,
Nord- und Osteuropa der
Frankfurter Buchmesse

Language of Event:
German, English

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Communicating Vessels between Film And
Literature
Communicating vessels between film and literature - dialogue with Alan Pauls, Martín Kohan
and Claudia Piñeiro.

Fundación Exportar
5.1 D975

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

11.00
–
12.00

Book signing
“Read Me - I Am Magical”
“Read Me - I Am Magical”

Alinka Rutkowska
5.0 B953

Time

Event

Organizer / Venue

Sonntag
Sunday

10.10.2010

11.00
–
12.00

White Lotus Book Shop
Meeting | Book signing
Book signing of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
6.0 D930
Everest, Helambu
Book signing of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
Everest, Helambu. Making of, History and
Background of the coffee table book and poems.
Author and photographer at site. Prior: www.
WayToEverest.de, www.AroundAnnapurna.de.
Language of Event:
German, English

11.00
–
11.45

Reading and Discussion | Presentation
The skeletons in the cupboard of the German
Foreign Office
“that you will remain silent under torture for
two days”. Among the 30000 missing persons
of the 1976-1983 military dictatorship in
Argentina are more than 100 Germans, among
them Elisabeth Käsemann and Klaus Zieschank.
In contrast to other states, the German Foreign
Office did not save one citizen.

11.30
–
12.30

Film
Ciclo de Cine Argentino - Cine Móviles: el
Ratoncito Pérez (Infantil)
El Cine Móviles argentino, es un cine itinerante
subvencionado por el estado y las provincias
argentinas abasteciendo a todo el país con
películas de gran calidad. De septiembre a
noviembre se presentarán películas argentinas
actuales de directores jóvenes con gran variedad
de géneros y estilos.
Language of Event:
Spanish

11.30
–
12.30

11.30
–
12.30

Language of Event:
German, Spanish, English

11.45
–
12.45

Trade event | Lecture
Text adaptation and dubbing for TV
“Typically British”, “genuinely French”, or
from Italy or Sweden? What nationally specific
requirements can translators watch out for, what
sort of narrative angles work well on German
TV? These questions are answered with examples from work done for the ARTE channel.

Colloquium | Conference
The Queen of the Cities - The First Day of the
World
Beyazıt Akman will talk about his novel which
focuses on Istanbul and incorporates many
historical figures, from Gutenberg to Bellini,
while displaying a new perspective on many
phenomena such as the relationship between
Muslims and Christians and the dichotomy
between the East and the West.

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
A Militant Culture
Rául Scalabrini Ortiz, Arturo Jauretche and
Leopolodo Marechal: A militant culture.
Dialogue with Mempo Giardinelli, Vicente
Battista and Felipe Pigna.

13.00
–
14.00

Book signing
Poèmes de l Himalaya
Yuyutsu‘s Book signing from his new French
Translation published by L‘Harmattan, Paris,
2009 (trans. by Nicole Barrière and Camille
Bloomfield).

White Lotus Book Shop

15.30

Reading | Press conference
Handover Ceremony Guest of Honour
Argentina 2010 – Guest of Honour Iceland
After a literary reading of the Argentinean author Juan Gelman and the Icelandic author Guðbergur Bergsson, the so called “Guest Scroll”,
an art object specially created for the Frankfurt
Book Fair, is handed to the representatives of
the next Guest of Honour.
Presentation: Michael Schmitt (3Sat)

13.00
–
14.00

5.1 F901

Fundación Exportar
Bundesministerium der
Finanzen
Correo Argentino
Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Trade event | Presentation
Selfpublishing ebooks and mobilebooks with
professional tools
We place our own production tools at your
disposal, for authors and publishing houses. As
of now you can use these tools for free and you
will be able to convert ebooks and mobilebooks
by yourself.
Language of Event:
German, English

Reading
Doing away with black-and-white clichés?
Ambitious crime fiction is booming in South
Africa, the many translations are also popular
reading over here. The South African author
Andrew Brown writes complex suspense stories,
as does his colleague, the cosmopolitan German
D.B. Blettenberg, whose works are set all over
the world.

Draupadi Verlag
Südasien-Institut
Ruprecht-Karls-Universität
Heidelberg
Weltempfang - Salon
5.0 E953

btb Verlag
DuMont Buchverlag

Presentation | Lecture
The process of conscious evolution
“The process of unconscious evolution ceases
by the individual‘s decision, expressed by his
own will as he begins the process of conscious
evolution, fostered, stimulated, and supported
by the constant assistance of the logosophical teaching.” from ‚Logosophy science and
method.‘

Logosophische Stiftung
(Fundación Logosófica)
Filial Buenos Aires

13.15
–
14.15

Interview | Conversation | Colloquium | Conference
Shanda Online and Print Synergy;
eReader Bambook
Shanda Literature has been successful with its
online publishing business model with micropayment and community features. Why should
it also publish print books? A synergy seldom
addressed by the industry will be discussed.
How would Shanda’s eReader, Bambook, fit
into the picture?

13.30

Interview | Conversation | Book signing
The latest from Springfield
The perfect event for all The Simpsons fans
who want to know the very newest news about
Springfield’s best-known residents.

13.30
–
15.00

Reading and Discussion | Interview | Conversation
Literature and Football
Literature and Football: The perfect syntax of
goal. Discussion with Eduardo Sacheri, Sergio
Olguin and Juan Sasturain.

Forum Dialogue
6.1 E913

Panini Comics
Comics Centre
3.0 J807
Fundación Exportar
Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

Language of Event:
German, English

14.00
BDÜ - Bundesverband der
Dolmetscher und Übersetzer e.V.

Colloquium | Conference
Literature of Turkish-origin in Germany
Dr. Cheesman will talk about Turkish-German
literature: novels from Germany by authors with
Turkish origins.

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

Language of Event:
English, Turkish, German

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce Istanbul Ticaret
Odasi

14.15
–
15.15

Reading and Discussion
Writing a different history of Africa
Historians and writers interpret Africa’s past
in their own way and in doing so, influence
our view of the continent. 50 years after
independence, a fascinating discussion looks at
relationships between history and literature, the
North and the South.

Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
5.1 C974

Institut français
d‘Allemagne
Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

Language of Event:
German, French

5.1 C974

Alinka Rutkowska

15.00
–
16.00

Book signing
“Read Me - I Am Magical”
Book signing

15.00
–
16.00

White Lotus Book Shop
Meeting | Book signing
Book signing of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
6.0 D930
Everest, Helambu
Book signing of the Nepal Trilogy - Annapurna,
Everest, Helambu. Making of, History and
Background of the coffee table book and poems.
Author and photographer at site. Prior: www.
WayToEverest.de, www.AroundAnnapurna.de.

5.0 B953

Fundación Exportar
5.1 D975

Blackbetty Mobilmedia
GmbH
(Electronic Publishing
Professionals)
satzweiss.com GmbH
4.0 A1313

Language of Event:
German, English

15.30
–
16.30

Reading | Interview | Conversation
Change of perspective
Under the regime of Saddam Hussein, the
writers Najem Wali and Abbas Khider were
forced to emigrate. As authors living in exile in
Germany, they look at the past and at current
developments in Iraq. War, prison and flight
have left their mark on their novels.
Language of Event:
German, English

Entertainment | Party
Party
“Read Me - I Am Magical” Party

Alinka Rutkowska

16.00
–
17.00

Reading | Film
Argentinian Poetry in Film
Programme with Argentinian poetry films of the
ZEBRA Poetry Film Festival. Discussion about
the relationship of Poetry and New Media.
With a reading of the Argentinian poet Daniel
Samoilovich afterwards.

Literaturwerkstatt Berlin
Auswärtiges Amt

Auswärtiges Amt Referat
Medien und Kulturprogramme (Ref. 602)
Literarisches Colloquium
Berlin
Edition Nautilus Verlag
Lutz Schulenburg
Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

5.0 B953

Weltempfang - Salon
5.0 E953

Language of Event:
German, Spanish

16.30
–
17.00

Reading and Discussion
Evening Nepali Poems - Poetry with Yuyutsu
Yuyutsu read from the new Nepal Trilogie three
selected poems. German simultaneous translation. Open discussion. www.yuyutsu.de - www.
waytoeverest.de

White Lotus Book Shop
6.0 D930

Language of Event:
German, English

17.00

Shanda Literature
Corporation

Presentation Guest of
Honour 2010 Argentina
Forum, Ebene 1

16.00
–
17.00

Room Devise
4.2

Language of Event:
German, English

Organizer / Venue

Language of Event:
Icelandic, German, Spanish, English

Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

Language of Event:
German, English

Language of Event:
Spanish, English

13.00
–
13.30

Reading | Interview | Conversation
Literary encounter with Geetanjali Shree
The Indian writer Geetanjali Shree, today one
of the most interesting and best Hindi writers,
made an international name for herself with her
novel “Māī”, in which she narrates a family
history over three generations against the background of rapidly changing social conditions.
Language of Event:
German, English

13.00
–
14.00
Instituto Cervantes
Frankfurt
Ute T. Schneider und
Conny E. Voester GbR
Kulturmanagement –
ARGE
Cine Móviles auf
Deutschland-Tour
Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung
America Latina 200
eed

6.0 D930

Language of Event:
English, French

3.0 G309

Language of Event:
English, Turkish, German

12.30
–
13.30

Event

Fohrmann Verlag
Inh. Dr. Petra Fohrmann

Language of Event:
German, English

12.00

Time

13.00
–
14.00

Interview | Conversation
Tunisian literature – from the author to the
reader
Weltempfang - Salon
Tunisia is familiar as a holiday destination, but
5.0 E953
its wealth of literature is virtually unknown, except for the poems of Abu Al-Qasim Al-Shabi.
The vibrant and varied literary scene is waiting
to be discovered, with its innovative authors and
poets and several publishing companies.
Presentation
Special issue stamp Guest of Honour Argentina
The Guest of Honour Argentina presents
together with the German Federal Ministry of
Finance and the Correo Argentino (Argentinean
post) a joint special issue stamp, showing the
famous Argentine author Jorge Luis Borges.

Organizer / Venue

Publishing Services Hot
Spot (weiss’raum)
4.0 A1308

Language of Event:
German, English, French

11.30
–
12.30

Event

LAIKA-Verlag GmbH &
Co. KG

Language of Event:
German, English
Book signing
Book signing with Jutta Kleinschmidt
Jutta Kleinschmidt will sign the book “Jutta
Kleinschmidt. Frau lenkt besser, als Mann
denkt”. She is the only female winner of the
famous rallye Paris-Dakar.

Time

Presentation | Concert | Opera | Dance | Theatre
The Weather Report – Art project on the subject
of “climate change”
The art project takes as its point of departure
the expressionist poem “Weltende” – “World’s
End” by the Berlin artist Jakob van Hoddis
(1887–1942), written in 1911. Composer and
producer Ginger Pechar conducts the international all-star ensemble “LIVENATURE”.
Language of Event:
German, English

Auswärtiges Amt
Weltempfang - Stage
5.0 D941

© FBM
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From the Editorial Team

Thank You

Publishing Perspectives launched at
Book Expo America in 2009, bringing to
life the kinds of conversations that publishers and industry-related companies
have at fairs like BEA and, of course, The
Frankfurt Book Fair, in a daily e-mail
edition.
In an effort to bridge the gap between the oceans and airwaves, Publishing Perspectives has shared stories
from the perspectives of those in the
trenches. From authors struggling to
self-publish to major publishers launching new digital initiatives, we have
strived to make this big world seem a
little bit smaller and help those struggling in a sea of information to find a
way to excel in this industry we love.
At last year’s Fair, we created our
inaugural print edition. Three days of
chaos and caffeine (and liquor) resulted
in three fine issues reporting on the tumult and protesting surrounding China
as Guest of Honor, the launch of such
digital properties as Open Road Media,
and the start of a long relationship with
a growing international audience.
This year, we were delighted to create three new editions. The days were
still chaotic with us pushing up against
our deadline each day, but we are so
proud of the expanding team of reporters—Liz Bury, Ricardo Costa, Amanda

HOT SPOTS
PROGRAMME
FRI., 8.10.2010
HOT SPOT
PUBLISHING SERVICES
Hall 4.0 A 1307
10.30 a.M.–11.00 a.M.
E-Books – Show me the Money
Speaker: James Macfarlane
Organiser: EasyEPUB
2.15 P.M.–2.45 P.M.
Bringing Efficiencies to a Publisher’s Value Chain
Speakers: Mr Pramod Khera (Executive Director),
Mr Suresh Ramakrishnan
(Vice President – Digital Solutions)
Organiser: Repro India Limited
4.15 P.M.–4.45 P.M.
How to Create E-Books for Free
Speaker: Michiaki Tanaka
(CEO of Kantan Systems, IT expert)
Organiser: KantanSystems.com

HOT SPOT
EDUCaTION
Hall 4.2 C 1433
10.45 a.M.–2.45 P.M.
Netherlands Business Support Office
presents: 7 Innovation Sessions
10.45 a.M.–11.15 a.M.
Looking for New Digital Opportunities,
how about Interactive Rich Media?
Speakers: Michaël Hegeman, Hendrik Klompmaker
Organiser: Learning Valley
11.20 a.M.–11.50 a.M.
Next Generation in Education
Speaker: J.H. van Rijswijk, MSc
Organiser: Games Factory Online
11.55 a.M.–12.25 P.M.
Implementing Serious Gaming in E-Learning
Speakers: Herbert Frick, Albert-Jan Pomper
Organiser: Ranj
12.30 P.M.–1.00 P.M.
Serious Games for Peacebuilding – a Co-Creative
Approach by Butterfly Works
(a mobile game and a board game for peacebuilding
in East Africa)
Speaker: Kerstin Ruth Wissenbach
Organiser: Butterfly Works

DeMarco, Boris Kachka, Nick Ruffilo,
Todd Sattersten—along with our regular contributors—Rachel Aydt, Tim Coronel, Ramy Habeeb, Daniel Kalder, Chad
W. Post, Olivia Snaje, Mike Springer, and
Emily Williams. We were sorry to lose
our darling Andrew Wilkins to a scheduling conflict and no one has brought
quite the same level of humor (or fruit)
to the office as he did. Boris tried, but

his Roger Straus jokes only took us so
far.
As always, our fearless leader/
bringer of food and booze/cheerleader/tough guy/and, for one of us, husband, the “Mayor” of Frankfurt, Thomas
Minkus kept us moving in the right direction and kept our heads above water at the toughest of moments. We are
eternally grateful for his support and
belief we can do anything, no matter the
odds.
To our supporters, fans, advertisers,
friends, we thank you from the bottom
of our hearts and hope that you will
continue to not only support us, but also
share with us your thoughts, your ex-
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periences, and, most importantly, your
perspectives. We are nothing without
your stories and ideas and your help
and faith in us to provide news that is
both entertaining and informative.
We hope you all had a wonderful Fair and we hope you will continue
to read Publishing Perspectives year
round on our website and free email
edition.
See you next year (and everyday online),
Erin, Ed, and Hannah

1.05 P.M.–1.35 P.M.
Understanding Newtonian Physics trough Playing Games
Speaker: Professor Jeroen van Mastrigt
Organiser: Hogeschool voor de Kunsten Utrecht (HKU)
1.40 P.M.–2.10 P.M.
Mijn naam is Haas – Interactive Carousel Presentation
Organiser: Mijn naam is Haas
2.15 P.M.–2.45 P.M.
How Innovative Can Educational Publishing Be? How Daily
Con-sumer Product Innovations Reach in to the Market of
Educational Publishing
Speaker: Gerrit-Jan Oudenes
Organiser: bespeak

HOT SPOT
MOBILE
Hall 6.0 D 935

3.15 P.M.–3.45 P.M.
LETO – the Interactive School Book
Speakers: Philippe Stern (European Sales Support Director),
Hervé Essa (VP International Sales),
Emmanuel Benoît (EVP Marketing & Strategic Business
Development)
Organiser: Groupe JOUVE

3.00 P.M.–3.45 P.M.
FotoTranslate and Dictionary Software Solutions
Speakers: Vera Kuzmina (Head of Strategic Partnership
Development Group), Olga Tolstunova (Deputy Director
of Mobile Product Department)
Organiser: ABBYY technologies

3.45 P.M.–4.15 P.M.
Video Production: How to Get Best Value for Money
Speaker: Giuseppe Valenzise
Organiser: Autori Multimediali

HOT SPOT
DEVICES
Hall 8.0 L 987

11.15 a.M.–11.45 a.M.
One-stop Multi Platforms Mobile Solution
e-book with social networking experiences, e-book
demonstrations on multi-mobile platforms
Organiser: Handheld Culture

1.00 P.M.–1.30 P.M.
enTourage eDGe: The World’s First Dualbook
Speaker: Tom Conklin
Organiser: enTourage Systems, Inc.

HOT SPOT
DEVICES
Hall 8.0 L 987

4.30 P.M.–5.00 P.M.
The Age of Touch: Is Your Content Relevant in the 21st
Century Classroom?
Speaker: Emilio Bernabei (Director Ecosystems and
Marketing Operations, SMART Technologies)
Organiser: SMART Technologies (Germany) GmbH,
followed by a SMART networking reception at the Hot Spot

HOT SPOT
INFORMaTION MaNaGEMENT
Hall 4.2 P 451
9.15 a.M.–9.45 a.M.
Leveraging Technology to Automate Online Licensing
Speaker: Jake Kelleher (Director of Licensing & Business
Development, Copyright Clearance Center)
Organiser: Copyright Clearance Center

4.45 P.M.–5.15 P.M.
Digital Transformation with MarkLogic Server
Speakers: Matt Turner (Principal Technologist,
Media Division, MarkLogic) and Seth Shearer
(Director Media Solutions, MarkLogic)
Organiser: MarkLogic
5.30–7.00 P.M.
hotspotting: book.people in social media
Get-together, wine, and music
Organiser: Frankfurter Buchmesse

11.30 a.M.–12.00 NOON
Technology Solutions for Mobile E-Reader Applications
Speakers: Micah Bowers (CEO),
Patrick Keating (CTO)
Organiser: Bluefire.tv
12.45 P.M.–1.30 P.M.
Hot Soup for Hot Spotters and Friends
Organiser: Frankfurter Buchmesse

PROGRAMME
SAT., 9.10.2010

Christian Lortz (SMART Technologies),
Augmented Reality – 3D Textbooks),
Bethlam Forsa (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt),
HMH Fuse™ – a New Mode of Curriculum Delivery
Peter Cope (BLi Education),
The Next Generation of Content
Organiser: Presented by the Frankfurt Book Fair, organised
by the Association of Educational Publishers (AEP) in
partnership with Encyplopaedia Britannica Inc.

HOT SPOT
MOBILE
Hall 6.0 D 935
10.30 a.M.–11.00 a.M.
Introducing the New Britannica Kids Apps
Speaker: Diane Franklyn
Organiser: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.

11.00 a.M.–11.30 a.M.
Introducing a Coloured E-Reader for Children –
AIPTEK Story Book InColor
Speakers: Constance Chen, Jorg Gohlke
Organiser: Aiptek International GmbH

HOT SPOT
LITERaTURE & SPECIaL INTEREST
Hall 3.1 L 681
11.00 a.M.–11.30 a.M.
Premiering an Biblical Content Platform
With: Aaron Linne (via Skype)
Organiser: LifeWay Christian Resources

HOT SPOT
EDUCaTION
Hall 4.2 C 1433
11.00 a.M.–2.15 P.M.
The Innovations in Education Showcase
Speaker: Ian Grant,
(Managing Director, Encyclopaedia Britannica Ltd),
Chair: Peter Kellner (British Journalist/President of the
YouGov International Market Research Organisation),
Presenters: Dr Wilhelm Widmark (Director Library Services,
Stockholm University), Peer-Enhanced Learning – What It
Is and What It Means for Publishers;

www.hotspotfrankfurt.com
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March 3 - 6, 2011

www.cookbookfair.com

Organized by
GOURMAND INTERNATIONAL
Edouard Cointreau
pilar@gourmandbooks.com
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